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OVERVIEW: A GUIDE TO CSW68 
Background on CSW 

The Commission on the Status of Women (CSW) is a Commission of the United 
Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC). It is the principal global 
intergovernmental body exclusively dedicated to the promotion of gender equality 
and the empowerment of women. CSW is instrumental in promoting women’s rights, 
documenting the reality of women’s lives throughout the world, and shaping global 
standards on gender equality and the empowerment of women.  

Each year, the United Nations (UN) hosts the annual two-week CSW session where 
representatives of UN Member States, civil society organisations and UN entities 
gather at the UN Headquarters in New York City to evaluate the progress made on 
gender equality, identify ongoing challenges, set global standards and formulate 
concrete policies designed to promote gender equality and women's empowerment 
worldwide. Representatives showcase local, national and regional programs and 
strategies to empower women and girls and to improve their economic and social 
status in society. Each session considers one priority theme based on the Beijing 
Declaration and Platform for Action and the outcome of the 23rd special session of 
the General Assembly and linkages to the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 
Development. CSW themes are set by ECOSOC. 

The first week of work is the Ministerial segment, where typically Ministerial 
representatives of nations attend. Heads of Delegation deliver a national statement 
in the UN General Assembly, engage in Ministerial roundtables, and high level 
information sharing events held by Member States and civil society organisations 
(CSOs). In the second week the focus shifts to Member States negotiating the Agreed 
Conclusions, the formal outcomes statement, negotiated by consensus with all 
Member States.  

The Agreed Conclusions set international standards on policy issues relevant to 
achieving gender equality. The Agreed Conclusions is an important document in the 
UN system as it sets language that is then utilised in UN and other multilateral 
negotiations throughout the year. Prior to CSW, UN Women circulates several drafts 
of the Agreed Conclusions for Member State input. The final document is negotiated 
and agreed by all Member States in the second week of CSW. If you are interested in 
emerging themes in the early drafts of the Agreed Conclusions, please reach out the 
Office for Women. 

The Office for Women, in the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet, leads 
Australia’s engagement in CSW, include the Agreed Conclusions negotiations, 
working closely with the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade.  
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Membership of the Commission of Status of Women 

All UN Member States, civil society organisations and UN entities are all invited to 
participation in the annual CSW session in New York. 

The Commission itself is made up of 45 UN Member State representatives who are 
elected for a period of four years. The Commission consists of one representative 
from each of the 45 Member States and are elected by ECOSOC on the basis of 
equitable geographical distribution (13 members from Africa, 11 from Asia, 9 from 
Latin America and the Caribbean; 8 from Western Europe and other States; and 4 
from Eastern Europe).  

Australia served as a member of the Commission for the 2019-2023 term as a 
representative of the Western Europe and other States Group (to whom Australia 
belongs in the UN system). This elected membership reflects our longstanding 
commitment to women's empowerment and upholds our pledge to advance gender 
equality and the rights of women and girls. 

The Bureau of the Commission plays a crucial role in facilitating the preparation for, 
and in ensuring the successful outcome of the annual sessions of the Commission. 
Bureau members serve for three years. Australia was last on the Bureau 2020-2023. 
We have nominated to be on the Bureau again from 2028-2032.

The CSW68 Bureau Chair is the Philippines and the Agreed Conclusions Facilitator is 
The Netherlands.  

Australia’s involvement at CSW 

Australia was one of the 15 founding members of the Commission and has served as 
a member five times. The Australian Government sends a delegation to CSW each 
year to advance gender equality as a global good, prosecute Australia’s priorities for 
gender equality both within Australia and across the globe and highlight best 
practice and practical solutions to some of the most pressing challenges to realising 
gender equality. Australia is active in negotiating the Agreed Conclusions to 
accelerate the implementation of the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action and 
progress international commitments for gender equality.  

Australia is traditionally represented at CSW by an official delegation. The delegation 
is typically led by the Minister for Women and consists of leaders in gender equality 
policy or individuals with relevant expertise to the priority theme of the CSW year. 

The role of the official delegation is to demonstrate Australia’s commitment to 
gender equality, showcase our leadership and expertise on gender policy and to 
bring relevant representatives to engage in a wide range of engagements such as 
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bilateral meetings, panel events and high level receptions in the first week of CSW. 
The delegation also undertakes side-meetings with respective counterparts, 
multilateral stakeholders and civil society representatives. 

The Australian Government is proud to support national human rights institutions 
and civil society delegates as part of the official Australian delegation to the 
Commission. Our support of civil society participation in CSW is longstanding, as we 
recognise the important role women’s rights organisations and advocates play to 
hold governments to account as well as elevate the voices of all women and girls to 
ensure they are represented on the international stage. Civil society representatives 
often s participate through local discussions with their members to develop 
submissions to the Australian Government on the priority theme. The National 
Women’s Alliances play a key role in providing training, information sharing and 
coordination of civil society input to the Agreed Conclusions. The Government relies 
on the expertise of civil society to share their knowledge and experiences to 
strengthen and shape language and themes within the Agreed Conclusions.  

Events at CSW  

In conjunction with the Annual Session, Member States and UN agencies in 
collaboration with CSOs hold hundreds of events on and off the UN’s premises to 
share information, advocate and challenge perceptions – as well as influence policy 
dialogue – on gender equality. These include panels, interactive dialogues and 
information exchange, creating a space for the public to engage in open dialogue to 
discuss a range of women’s rights topics and how to best advance them.   

Overview of CSW68 

CSW68 will be held in New York from 11 to 22 March 2024. A list of the official 
CSW68 Australian delegation can be found in Attachment C.  

Priority Theme 

The priority theme for CSW68 is ‘Accelerating the achievement of gender equality and 
the empowerment of all women and girls by addressing poverty and strengthening 
institutions and financing with a gender perspective.’ 
 
The priority theme sets the tone and structure for conversation throughout the two 
weeks. Key topics under the priority theme include: 

The impact of current economic, geo-political and environmental crises on 
women and girls and the need for reform of the international financial 
architecture to respond to multiple crises.  
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 Exploring alternative economic frameworks focus on human rights, 
addressing inequalities, redistribution of wealth and reprioritization of 
spending to address women’s poverty and support regenerative economies, 
rather than economic growth.  

Mainstreaming gender equality across financial and institutional 
arrangements, policies and programs to address factors compounding women 
and girl’s experiences of poverty.  

Strengthening accountability mechanisms by underscoring the importance of 
collective action by women living in poverty to hold state and non-state actors 
accountable.  

Review Theme 

At each session of CSW there is a review theme, which evaluates the progress in 
implementing Agreed Conclusions from a previous session.  

The review theme for 2024 is: ‘Social protection systems, access to public services and 
sustainable infrastructure for gender equality and the empowerment of women and 
girls’. This year’s review theme is linked to the Agreed Conclusions from CSW63 
(2019). In 2019, it was agreed that each country would:  

Strengthen normative, legal and policy frameworks to ensure gender equality 
in social protection, public services and sustainable infrastructure. 
 
Improve women’s and girls’ access to social protection. 
 
Improve women’s and girls’ access to public services, including care services. 
 
Make infrastructure sustainable and benefit women and girls, including by 
reducing and redistributing unpaid care and domestic work. 
 
Significantly increase investment in social protection, public services and 
sustainable infrastructure.  
 
Strengthen women’s participation and leadership in decision-making related 
to social protection, public services and sustainable infrastructure.  
 
Improve gender statistics and disaggregated data on social protection, public 
services and sustainable infrastructure. 
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Australian Events at CSW68 

Australia’s official side event at CSW68 is titled Gender Equality as a core economic 
imperative: How government structures, processes and evidence can shift the dial on 
gender equality. This event will bring together representatives from the Australian 
Government, other governments, industry and academia for a holistic discussion. 

Priorities for CSW68 

Through our engagement in CSW68 Australia will amplify gender equality on the 
international stage, elevating the importance of key areas for improvement 
domestically and globally through showcasing our best practice, and holding the line 
on areas where wind-back on women’s rights and human rights is emerging. To 
achieve this we will focus our efforts on key thematic priorities:   

i. Facilitating gender equality as a core economic imperative – including 
through government structures and processes, the adoption of gender 
budgeting and the use of data and evidence to ensure policy solutions 
provide better outcomes for women and girls.  

ii. Ensuring women are safe from violence - Recognising the connection 
between women’s experience of violence and the role of poverty in 
creating the conditions for and enabling the continuation of gender based 
violence. 

iii. Recognising the global pushback on women’s human rights by building 
coalitions of support and strategically counter efforts to reverse hard 
fought gains on gender equality  

iv. Elevating the voices and knowledge of First Nations women and girls, with 
recognition that their experiences and skills are unique, and ensuring full 
partnership with First Nations people.  

v. Actively promote and support Australian civil society – including young 
people, human rights defenders and our national human rights institutions 
to participate alongside governments to influence and strengthen CSW 
outcomes.   

Support at CSW68 

Staff from the Office for Women and the Australian Mission to the United Nations 
(DFAT New York Post) provide comprehensive logistical, political and policy support 
to the Minister for Women and Australia’s delegation to maximise Australia’s 
effective engagement in CSW68, both in the high level first week and in the second, 
negotiation focused week. New York Post staff lead the negotiation of the Agreed 
Conclusions, with instructions provided by the Office for Women.  
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Access to finance programs 

19. The Australian Government has provided significant long standing support for people to access credit 
and financial services, including those who experience domestic and family violence. 

20. The Government provides funding to support m o   o t  a  that provide 
access to safe and affordable financial services and products, and financial literacy education to improve 
financial capacity and independence. 

21. The  t t   provides access to fair and safe loans up to a certain amount with no 
interest or fees to financially vulnerable people and women who have experienced domestic violence. 

22. The  t and   t (trial) are available to support those in extreme 
financial hardship and experiencing family and domestic violence. 

23. The Australian Government is working with the banking sector to prevent financial abuse and improve 
the way single parents and women leaving violence are considered when needing to access re-financing. 
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7. In Australia, the t r t c  st  aims to protect older Australians who have retired from 
formal employment. It includes three main aspects: compulsory superannuation employer 
contributions; voluntary employee contributions; and Australian Government Age Pension safety net.  

8. Low workforce participation and low wages for women, along with unpaid care, more part-time work 
and the financial impacts of relationship breakdown significantly impact women’s lifetime earnings, 
including retirement incomes, with considerable implications for older women.  

a. For Australians approaching retirement (ages 60-64), women’s superannuation balances were 
25.1 per cent lower than men’s.i   

First Nations Australians 

9. t t       t    t  t  in Australia, 
representing around 48 per cent of the total population of Indigenous Australians aged over 16.ii 

10. The Government is funding initiatives for First Nations people and communities in key areas of 
health, aged care, infrastructure, employment, justice, education, women’s safety and housing to 
close the gap across a range of outcomes where they are falling behind other Australians.  

Access to Public Services 

11. Public services have an important role to play in creating the conditions necessary for gender equality 
and supporting social protection of vulnerable communities.  

12. The Australian Government provides a r   t    that seek to provide for the 
different needs of different groups of Australians, including women: care services, universal health 
coverage, public education, public housing, electricity, gas, clean water and hygiene services, and a 
telecommunications network. For example: 

a. The Australia Government subsidises     t  and provides 
recurrent funding for every student enrolled at a school. 

b. The Government is ensuring women have access to t  c  under our universal health 
coverage and has introduced recent reforms including longer medical consultations, cheaper 
medicines and increases to the maximum dispensing quantities of medication. 

13. In Australia, the formal care sector – including aged care, disability care and child care – enable 
workforce participation, particularly for women who would otherwise be unable to work due to 
caring responsibilities.  

a. The Government is committed to a t   t v     y that 
delivers quality care and decent jobs.  

Sustainable Infrastructure 

14. Sustainable infrastructure is crucial for achieving gender equality as it can enhance access to essential 
services like clean water and transportation, and reduce the amount of unpaid domestic work 
shouldered by women, preventing their full participation in economic and social activities.  
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t     

Australia ranks 26th (out of 146) in the World Economic Forum’s Global Gender Gap Index 2023. This index 
is made up of 4 domains, where Australia ranks: 70 

o 38th for economic participation and opportunity. 

o 29th for political empowerment,  

o 78th for educational attainment; and  

o 89th for health and survival. 

The 2014 G20 commitment to reduce the workforce participation gap by 25 per cent by 2025 was met by 
Australia in March 2020, with a participation gap of 9.1 percentage points.  

o There were subsequent monthly fluctuations and the gap widened due to the impact of COVID-19. 
Australia re-surpassed the target in February 2021.  
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a. In every industry in Australia, the median of what a woman is paid is less than the median of 
what a man is paid for both base salary and total remuneration. Industries with higher pay 
rates tend to have higher gender pay gaps. 

b. Construction has the largest median total remuneration gender pay gap at 31.8 per cent and 
Accommodation and Food Services has the lowest at 1.9 per cent. 

c. The largest individual employer-level reported gender pay gap in favour of men was 73.1 per 
cent.   

d. Employers in female-dominated industries have smaller gender pay gaps. 

e. The gender pay gap significantly increases in industries with the largest reliance on bonus 
payments and overtime.  

f. In both Transport, Postal and Warehousing and Electricity, Gas, Water and Waste Services, the 
size of these payments more than doubles the gender pay gap. 

6. The Australian Government has made gender equality an object of the Fair Work Act 2009, legislation 
that sets out the rights and responsibilities of employees, employers and organisations. 

a. This change strengthens the capability of the Fair Work Commission to order pay increases for 
workers in low paid, female-dominated industries; and prohibits pay secrecy clauses to improve 
pay transparency and reduce the risk of gender pay discrimination.  

K   

In November 2023, the national gender pay gap based on Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) full time 
average weekly ordinary earnings data was   t, the lowest value on record. 

- This widens to 26.7 per cent when looking at total cash earnings (including over-time and salary 
sacrifice) for all employees (including full-time and part-time). 

On average, women working full-time can expect to earn  less per week than men.  

- This does not include over-time or bonuses.  

- As at 2022, the gender pay gap costs Australia’s economy   a year in lost income. 

Broad-based full-time wages growth for women across the private (up 3.2 per cent in the six month 
to November) and public (up 3.0 per cent) sectors has driven the reduction in the gender pay gap. 

The Workplace Gender Equality Agency (WGEA) calculates the gender pay gap for organisations with 
100 or more employees which includes overtime, bonuses and additional payments, and the salaries 

of part-time and casual workers. As at November 2023, this gender pay gap is   .iv  

In 2021, it was projected that it would take   to close Australia’s gender pay gap.  
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6. The Australian Government is taking action to challenge gender stereotypes through reforms to  
P t  v  to encourage parents to more equally share caring responsibilities, and efforts to 

d   t  in industries and workplaces. 

7. The Australian Government is working alongside educational institutions to shift how children 
understand stereotypes from an early age, because we understand the long term impacts changing 
the way boys and girls view themselves. 

a. For example, the Government is investing in high quality, evidence-based, age-appropriate 
t  t u  t  t  in Australian primary and secondary schools, 

by providing funding to states and territories and non-government school systems to support 
their investment in delivering expert-developed Respectful Relationships Education. 

b. Australia has a st t  t   w     o  to raise awareness and 
challenge gender stereotypes around women’s and men’s careers, including through 
programs to co-fund university scholarships to women studying STEM projects.  

c. Australia also has a   S  , who advocates for gender equity in STEM, 
increases awareness and makes women and girls in STEM more visible to combat negative 
stereotypes.  

8. Certain industries have much larger roles to play in changing gender norms. For example: 

a. The technology industry must be proactive in ensuring gender bias is not built into new 
technologies and adopt S t  y  principles, including through guidance offered by the 
eSafety Commissioner.i  

b. The media and entertainment industry plays a key role in reinforcing how people understand 
gender and should look closely at its depictions of women and men.  

  

Modelling shows that more flexible ideas around gender could grow Australia’s economy by at least 
$128 billion a year, on average.ii

While most people in Australia reject attitudes that perpetuate gender inequality, negative attitudes 
toward women still exist.iii  

41 per cent of people believe that women often mistake innocent remarks as being sexist, 37 per 
cent mistrust women’s reports of violence, and 19 per cent believe women prefer men to be in 
charge in relationships.iv  

13 per cent of people believe consent is not always needed in relationships.v 
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6. The Government is expanding eligibility for the  rt y t f r  r ts [Parenting 
Payment (Single)] to parents with dependent children aged under 14 (previously aged under 8). This 
will provide more support for single parents, 80 per cent of whom are women, to balance the need 
for childcare with paid employment. 

7. The Government is ex   t  v  through a range of reforms that aim to make the 
leave more accessible and flexible, encourage men to take leave, and provide more support for 
caring.  

a. Paid parental leave will increase to 26 weeks by 2026 and can be shared between parents, 
with a proportion reserved for each parent on a use it or lose it basis. Single parents can 
receive the entire amount. 

i Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, 2020, Department of Health 2020 Aged Care Workforce Census Survey 
ii PM&C analysis of ABS Participation, Job Search and Mobility survey, 2021 release on Tablebuilder. 
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5. Women from t   u t  v   c  t   and their 
children, may experience language and cultural barriers in accessing health facilities, services and 
information. Lack of Medicare access for women on temporary visas, including international 
students, may also impact affordability of health care. 

6. o   s w t  s t  can experience exclusion or under-servicing from sexual and 
reproductive health services due to accessibility and attitudinal barriers. They can be at risk of forced 
or coerced sterilisation; forced contraception or limited/no contraceptive choices; menstrual 
suppression; poorly managed pregnancy and birth; and forced or coerced abortion. 

a. Australian laws have been significantly reformed to provide better protection for people with 
disabilities, including in relation to sterilisation over the past two decades.  

Termination services in Australia 

7. Australia’s health system provides for f    t t  f g  in all states and 
territories. Early termination (up to 14 weeks gestation) is available Australia-wide and later term 
terminations are available in most states and territories.  

a. Relevant laws are a matter for individual states and territories. 

8. The Government acknowledges that geographic location and high out of pocket costs can affect 
access to pregnancy termination services.  

9. Up to nine weeks gestation, women in regional, rural and remote areas may access a medical 
termination of pregnancy prescription via telehealth, under certain conditions, by having medication 
posted to them and accessing phone after-care.  

10. The Government removed a number of restrictions for health professionals prescribing and 
dispensing MS 2-Step (mifepristone and misoprostol) for medical abortion up to 9 weeks gestation.  

a. These changes mean that any health practitioner with the appropriate qualifications and 
training can prescribe MS 2-Step, allowing greater access to medical abortion across Australia.   

Senate inquiries  

11. A t   t  v  c  t  ct  t  in Australia outlined 36 
recommendations, including in relation to accessibility and quality of services for contraception, 
termination of pregnancy, and maternity care, as well as workforce training and scope of practice.  

a. The Government is preparing a response to the inquiry’s report, Ending the postcode lottery: 
addressing barriers to sexual, maternity and reproductive healthcare in Australia. 

12. A   t  s  t     op s  is underway, due to report by 
10 September 2024. The focus of the inquiry is to understand: 

a. The economic, social, physical and mental health impacts of menopause;  

b. Cultural and societal attitudes towards menopause; 

c. Awareness and support amongst the medical workforce and employers; and  

d. Domestic and international policies and programs to address impacts of menopause.   
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7. Australia’s t o  strat  f r r u t  outlines the Government’s strong vision for gender 
equality in Australia through a framework for action over the next 10 years. The Strategy focuses on 
five priority areas – safety, care, economic equality, health, and leadership and representation.  

8. Australia is expanding and improving our   t   which weaves 
consideration of gender impact through the budget process and is a key way that governments can 
identify and fund measures that close gender gaps.  Key elements of the gender responsive 
budgeting system in Australia include: 

a. Establishing an overarching strategic framework (national strategy); 

b. Designing and implementing tools to support gender analysis (gender impact assessments) 
and incorporating this analysis in a Women’s Budget Statement;  

c. Creating an enabling environment through better collection of gender-disaggregated data, 
and building capacity of civil servants. 

9. Australia was the first country in the world to develop a women’s budget statement in 1984 to ensure 
budget decisions would be made with full knowledge of their impact on women. Australia reinstated 
an a    t t in 2021  As an official Budget document, the Women’s Budget 
Statement forms an important mechanism through which the Australian Government can be 
transparent about its consideration of gender equality in making budgetary decisions. 

10. Australian Government Departments are required to complete gender analysis for all new measures 
appearing before the Cabinet, and comprehensive  t t  for items that meet 
set criteria. The criteria takes into account the financial value, target cohorts, workforce gender split, 
partnerships, and the overall impact the policy will have on gender equality.  

11. The  c o  t  o  was established in September 2022 and provided 
independent expert advice to Government on a wide range of women’s economic equality issues. 
The Taskforce provided its final report to the Government in October 2023 and has now concluded. 
The Taskforce was comprised of eminent women selected based on their wide-ranging skills and lived 
experiences to ensure women’s voices are at the centre of policy and decision-making. 

12. Australia collaborates with six t  ’  , which play a key role in understanding the 
experiences affecting women, and elevating diverse voices to inform policy development and 
decision-making. The six alliances work in the following priority areas: Women’s safety; Women’s 
economic security and leadership; Women from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds; 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women; Women living in rural, regional and remote areas of 
Australia; and Women with disability. 
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b. taking gender-responsive climate action; 

c. supporting women’s voice, mobilisation, and leadership;  

d. advancing women’s economic equality and inclusive trade; 

e. integrating gender equality into peace and security efforts; and  

f. delivering equitable educational and health outcome for all. 

5. Australia’s Official Development Assistance (ODA) program supports gender equality and women’s 
and girls’ empowerment through a twin-track approach: 

a. making specific investments to address gender inequalities (targeted investments); and 
b. making efforts across the broader program to effectively address gender equality regardless of 

sector (gender mainstreaming). 

6. The Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) is implementing strategies to improve 
development program performance on gender equality, including: 

a. strengthening messaging and regular engagement on gender equality for implementing partners, 
including non-government organisations and contractors; 

b. delivering training on gender equality to DFAT staff to build internal capability; 
c. providing guidance materials for staff and partners, including Good Practice Notes on integration 

of gender equality throughout the investment program cycle; and 
d. providing specialist gender technical expertise for advice and support on program design, review, 

and evaluation. 

7. As an example, the Investing in Women program provides funding to private sector partners to 
accelerate women’s economic empowerment and improve women’s opportunities as employees and 
as entrepreneurs in Indonesia, the Philippines, Vietnam and select activities in Myanmar.

a. Activities support local actors to promote positive gender norms around women in work, and to 
support policy makers advance regulatory change. 

b. Investing in Women has been extended to build on lessons to further advance outcomes in 
workplace gender equality, building the case for access to quality childcare and quality jobs for 
women in emerging industries, and gender lens investing.  

8. Australia engages in a range of multilateral forums to defend and champion international norms and 
standards on gender equality. In the United Nations, this includes the Security Council, General 
Assembly, Human Rights Council (HRC), and Commission on the Status of Women (CSW). Australia 
also advocates for gender equality with the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation, ASEAN, the 
Commonwealth, East Asia Summit, G20, OECD and the World Trade Organization. 

a. Australia prioritises engagement in the multilateral forums that are most likely to achieve the 
greatest impacts and where we have the most influence. We deliver national statements, joint 
group statements, contribute to negotiations on outcome documents, and cosponsor 
resolutions. 
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o reducing sexual and gender-based violence;  

o supporting resilience, women and girls during crisis, security, and law and justice efforts to 
meet the needs and rights of all women and girls; and 

o demonstrating leadership and accountability for WPS. 

4. The Australian Government values the expertise, insights, and experiences of civil society, including 
women's rights organisations and women's human rights defenders, and recognises their roles in 
implementing the Women, Peace and Security agenda. The Framework for Civil Society-Government 
Engagement establishes civil society and government collaboration in Australia’s efforts to advance 
the WPS agenda, including through implementation of Australia’s National Action Plan on Women, 
Peace and Security 2021-2031. 

5. Australia is a founding member of the International Alliance on Preventing Sexual Violence Initiative; 
the Call to Action on Protection from Gender-Based Violence in Emergencies; has joined the WPS and 
Humanitarian Action Compact; and encourages use of the Murad Code.  As Co-Chair, with Indonesia, 
of the Global Counterterrorism Forum’s Countering Violent Extremism (CVE) Working Group (until 
2026), Australia encourages dissemination and use of the Gender Policy Toolkit and engagement on 
other initiatives of the CVE Working Group. 

DFAT WPS Expenditure – Financial Year 2022-2027 
Total = AU$25 million (AU$5 million per financial year) 

UN Women (Asia-
Pacific) – $10.5 
million 

This partnership supports the implementation of the Regional Framework 
Towards Peaceful, Equal Societies: Advancing the Women, Peace and Security 
Agenda and Inclusive Governance in the Asia-Pacific Region. Activities include 
technical assistance to governments in the region to develop, implement and 
review National Action Plans and the ASEAN Regional Plan of Action on WPS. 

Women, Peace and 
Humanitarian Fund 
(WPFH) – $7.5 
million 

The WPFH is a UN multi-partner trust fund and responsive financing tool which 
supports local women’s civil society organizations and women human rights 
defenders in conflict-affected settings with rapid, flexible funding and direct 
logistical support. 

ActionAid Australia – 
$3.36 million 

This partnership has supported the establishment of the Pacific Women 
Mediator’s Network, strengthening the influence and leadership of diverse 
Pacific women in conflict prevention and peace building. It also strengthens civil 
society engagement on WPS among women peacebuilders in Asia, the Pacific 
and the Great Lakes region of Africa. 

Legal Action 
Worldwide – $2.54 
million 

This investment is supporting the establishment of an innovative, international 
Gender Justice Practitioner Hub that will respond to the wider gendered impacts 
of armed conflict and facilitate access to justice mechanisms. 

Centre for Peace and 
Conflict Studies – 
$1.1 million 

This partnership supports the Southeast Asia Women Peace Mediators 
(SEAWPM) to undertake mediation and negotiation practice to support the work 
for sustainable peace, facilitating and engaging in efforts aimed at preventing or 
resolving the escalation of violent conflicts. 
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Welcome 
On behalf of everyone at the Permanent Mission of Australia to the 
United Nations and the Australian Consulate-General, a big welcome to 
New York!  We hope you have a pleasant and safe journey to and from 
New York.  The Consulate and Mission staff are looking forward to 
hosting your visit to New York and to meeting you in person. 
 
Important information such as contact details, security, US customs and 
places of interest are provided in the following pages.   
 
For up-to-date security, economic and political information please read 
the DFAT travel advice and country profile for the United States. 
 
If there is anything that the Consulate or Mission can help with during 
your stay in New York, please don�t hesitate to ask. 
 
Kind Regards 
 
James and Heather 
 
 
James Larsen 
Ambassador and Permanent 
Representative of Australia to the  
United Nations 
 

Heather Ridout AO 
Australian Consul-General,  
New York 
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USEFUL PHONE NUMBERS 
 

Emergency Services (Police, Fire, Ambulance) 911 

 
24 Hour Pharmacy 
Duane Reade  

485 Lexington Avenue (at 47th Street) 

+1 212 682 5338 

 
Doctor and Dentist 
Most New York Doctors do not make house calls. The hotel concierge will 
have the names and numbers of doctors used by the hotel, or will direct 
you to the nearest hospital. 
 
Directory Service: 
Manhattan and the Bronx 411 

Brooklyn, Queens, Staten Island +1 718 555 1212 

 

New York Visitors' Bureau +1 212 484 1222 

 

Better Business Bureau +1 212 533 6200 

(complaints about retailers & services)  

(95 cents a minute) 

 

or file a complaint in writing to: www.bbb.org  

 

International Prefix 011 
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USING US TELEPHONE SYSTEMS 
 
How to make local and regional calls: 
 
Dialling direct 
 
1 is to be dialled before the area code for all long distance and local calls: 
i.e. dial 1 + Area Code + 7-digit number.   
 
(This includes calls to 212, 646, 347 and 718 area codes). 
 
Dialling to Australia 
 
011 is the United States exit code and should be dialled first when 
calling internationally 
i.e. dial 011 + 61 + Local Number 
 

TIME ZONES 
 
There are four time zones in the United States -  
Eastern (EST), Central (CST), Mountains (MST) and Pacific (PST). 
 
New York is in the Eastern Time Zone which is: 
 

a) 1 hour ahead of the Central time zone 
b) 2 hours ahead of the Mountain time zone 
c) 3 hours ahead of the Pacific time zone 

 
The time difference between New York and the east coast of Australia 
(Brisbane, Sydney, Canberra, Melbourne and Hobart) is: 
 

a) During Australian Eastern Standard Time (AEST) and New York 
(Eastern) standard time: 15 hours behind Australia. 

 
b) During AEST and New York summer time (daylight savings: last 

Sunday in April to last Sunday in October: 14 hours behind 
Australia. 

 
c) During Australian summer time (daylight savings: last Sunday in 

September to last Sunday in March) and New York standard time: 
16 hours behind Australia. 
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WEATHER 
 

New York City has a humid subtropical climate, with cold winters and 
hot, moist summers.   

Winters (December to February) are not as cold as inland cities on the 
same latitude and daytime temperatures generally stay above freezing 
point, but average lows drop to -3C.  Snow is common in winter, but the 
amount varies, and winter rain (often freezing rain) is common. 
 
Spring (March to May) is pleasantly warm and the weather heats up to 
high temperatures of around 25C by mid-May. 
 
Summers (June to August) are generally sweltering hot and humid, with 
average highs of around 29C.  
 
Autumn (September to November) is a popular time for visitors to New 
York.  Temperatures are mild, days are sunny and humidity is not too 
high.  Average high temperatures for autumn are between 18C-8C from 
September to November respectively.  
 
 

DRESS 
 
Business attire is appropriate for all official meetings/functions unless 
otherwise specified.   
 
During the winter months (December to February) beanies, scarves, 
gloves and winter jackets may be required.  Packing items of clothing 
that can be layered is advisable.  Weather during these months can be 
unpredictable � warm one day and freezing or snowy the next.  
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 SALES TAXES 
 
Sales taxes are levied on most goods and services. 
 
Taxes are levied at the point of sale and not included in the displayed price. 
Taxes in New York City are usually 8.875% and 14.75% for hotel 
accommodation, plus $3 per day room occupancy tax.  
 

TIPPING 
 
Tipping in New York is customary, with workers dependant on tips as 
their primary income. 
 
Representative rates are:- 

Airport Porters $1-2 per bag, on arrival; $1 or $1.50 on 
departure, if doing a curb side check-in. 

Taxi Drivers 20% of fare 

Hotel Doormen $1.00 

Hotel Porters $1-2 per bag 

Bellhops $1-2 per bag 

  

Restaurants/Bars:  

Waiters 15 � 20% of the bill. Rule of thumb: tip double the tax
amount. 

Wine Waiters $2 per bottle; not less than $3 in total if they 
have been really helpful. 

Coat Check $2 per coat/jacket 

Bartenders $1-2 per drink ($2-3 for a cocktail) 

 
Services: 

 

Barbers 15% of the bill. 

Hairdressers 20% plus $3-5 for the junior who washes your 
hair. 

Shoeshine 

 
 

 

Varies: never less than 15%, but according to 
cost either round up to the next dollar, or 50-60 
cents. 
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ELECTRICITY 
 
The electricity supply in New York is 110 volts, 60 cycles. 
 
Australia is 240 volts, 50 cycles.  Please check with your hotel to ensure 
compatibility before using an Australian electrical appliance. 
 

   
 
Note: one prong is slightly wider than the other. 
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AIRLINES 
 

American Airlines   1 800 433 7300 

British Airways   1 800 247 9297 

Delta Airlines   1 800 221 1212 

Emirates 1 800 777 3999 

Qantas Airways   1 800 227 4500 

United Airlines   1 800 864 8331 

Virgin Australia  1 855 253 8021 

Singapore Airlines 1 800 742 3333 

 

AIRPORTS 
 
Ensure you have sufficient time to get to the airport. Streets and 
expressways are congested during rush hours and adverse weather 
conditions can cause significant delays.   
 
Below are the average distances and travelling times to/from midtown 
Manhattan: 
 
JFK Airport 
 

18 miles/29km Approximately one hour 

La Guardia Airport 
(Domestic flights only) 

10 miles/16km Approximately 35 minutes 

Newark Airport 
17.5 
miles/28km 

Approximately one hour 

 
Please note: while JFK Airport is the furthest away from Manhattan it is 
the easiest to get to and from. There are multiple ways to get to and from 
JFK Airport in the event of traffic delays, roadworks and accidents 
including multiple rail options. 
  
Post strongly suggests that all incoming and outgoing international 
flights are booked via JFK Airport.  
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TRANSPORT TO AND FROM AIRPORTS 
 
There are various ways to get to/from the airports in New York.  Below 
are a couple of different options: 
 
Chauffeur driven hired vehicles 
There are a variety of chauffeur driven hire vehicle companies in New 
York and service will differ from booking to booking.  Most often, you will 
have to call/message the driver on arrival and they will likely be in 
holding and will drive forward to pick you up curb-side once they know 
you have your bags. Occasionally, a driver will meet you at/after baggage 
claim, but this is more uncommon these days. 
 
If you want a chauffeur driven vehicle, Post suggests Carey New York.  
Carey New York are not the cheapest hire company but they provide a 
great service and have proved reliable with pickups across the US.  The 
driver will usually message you on arrival and move forward to collect 
you once you say have your luggage. 
 
Carey New York can be booked online at www.carey.com 
 
Approximate rates for an executive sedan are below.  Rates include all 
taxes, tolls and gratuities: 

JFK Airport to/from midtown 
Manhattan 

$170USD  

Newark Airport to/from midtown 
Manhattan 

$170USD 

La Guardia to/from Midtown 
Manhattan 

$150USD 

 
Taxi 
All New York airports have taxi ranks (often multiple ranks) at each 
terminal.  There is an endless supply of taxis and very rarely is there a 
wait. 
 
In New York taxis charge a $2.50 flag fall.  Fares begin at $2.50 and then 
$0.50 for each additional 1/5 mile or 60 seconds in slow/stopped traffic.  
Passengers cover any tolls, plus $1-$2 in additional surcharges 
depending on the time of day.  The conventional tip amount is 20% of the 
fare. 
 
You can also use ride services such as Uber and Lyft, and Uber has a 
chauffeur like service as well now. An Australian Uber account will work 
in the US.  
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Approximate fares to/from airports are below: 

JFK Airport to/from midtown 
Manhattan 

$52USD plus gratuities and tolls 
to be paid (approximate total 
$70USD) 
 
During peak hours (4-8pm 
weekdays), there is a $4.50 
surcharge.  

Newark Airport to/from midtown 
Manhattan 

$50USD plus gratuities, tolls 
(approx. $20USD tolls) and 
$17.50USD Newark Airport 
surcharge (approximate total is 
$100+) 

La Guardia to/from Midtown 
Manhattan 

$40USD plus gratuities and tolls 
(approximate total is $60) 

 
NOTE:  From JFK only, there is a set taxi fare to/from Manhattan of 
$52USD plus tolls and tip to be paid by passenger.  Fares to/from La 
Guardia and Newark are metered, with the above amounts an estimate 
only. 
 
Bus Airport Shuttles 
The Grayline Go Airlink Shuttle operates a shared mini-bus service from 
5am to 11pm, stopping at many of the city�s hotels, with fares varying 
depending on the airport.  Set one-way fares from the airport to/from 
Manhattan are: 
 
JFK Airport to/from midtown 
Manhattan 

$20USD 

Newark Airport to/from midtown 
Manhattan 

$20USD 

La Guardia to/from Midtown 
Manhattan 

$18USD  

 
Bookings for the Grayline Air Shuttle can be made online at 
www.grayline.com or over the phone on Monday-Friday between  
7:00am-3:00pm New York time at 1 800 472 9546. 
 
There are a variety of other shuttle bus companies to/from New York 
airports.  The Visit Officer at Post can be contact if you want advice 
regarding other bus airport shuttle options. 
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Public transport 
The only reliable and visitor friendly public transport options are for 
travel to/from JFK. There are two rail options - the E (blue) subway line 
and Long Island Rail Road which connect to the Airtrain. Travel is very 
reliable and frequent and the journey from Midtown East to JFK is 
usually 65-85 mins.  
 
Airport and Transportation Safety Tip 
Ignore offers of transportation from drivers soliciting in the terminal.  
Soliciting of ground transportation is illegal and many illegal solicitors 
are unlicensed and uninsured.  To obtain ground transportation 
information visit the welcome centres located in the arrivals area of each 
terminal, where uniformed staff will be happy to assist you.  
Alternatively, you may head directly to the taxi ranks located outside 
each terminal for safe and legitimate transportation.  Ignore non-
uniformed people offering to assist with luggage. Seek out uniformed 
porters or airline employees for baggage assistance. 
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GETTING ABOUT 
 

Taxi and bus transport to and from airports can be found in the "Airports" 
section. 
 
Taxis are vacant when the cab's license number is illuminated in the 
centre section of the roof sign.  
 

 
 
You can either hail yellow cabs on the street (from the curb or out beyond 
parked cars by an upraised arm) or by using the �Curb� app.  Yellow cab 
rates are uniform and posted on the door, and cabs must have meters in 
working order - if not, do not use them. The meter charge is for the cab 
ride, not a "per person" fee.   
 
When hailing a cab, to avoid complications use only medallioned cabs 
licensed by the Taxi and Limousine Commission which are painted a 
distinctive chrome yellow. People are discouraged from using "gypsy" cabs.  
 
Occasionally cabs requested using the �Curb� app, will be plain cars like 
UBERs but they will have the appropriate signage on the windscreen and 
generally the licence plate will start with �T�. The details of this car will be 
listed in your �Curb� app, so you can verify.  
 
Gratuities should be 20-25% of the meter amount, the higher amount 
when bags are carried in the trunk (boot). 
 
The easiest method of payment is via credit card.  Use the touch screen TV 
in the back of the taxi to select your payment method and add the gratuity.  
You can also �pair and pay� a streetside hailed taxi using the �Curb� app.  
 
In case of a complaint or lost property, telephone 311. 
 
Taxis are identified by the driver's license number displayed in the 
passenger's section. 
 
Most hotels have an official or unofficial cab rank at their entrance.  
If you are staying at a hotel and choose to use a private car service or 
limousine, please ensure they are recommended by hotel personnel. 
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PUBLIC TRANSPORT 
 
The subway fare is $2.90 if you have MetroCard or tap a credit, otherwise 
$3.25 if you purchase a single ticket from a vending machine (uncommon).  
It is recommended that riders use a tap and go method of payment called 
OMNY, by either tapping a credit/debit card or their phone connected with 
Google/Apple pay. You can also use this on most public buses.  
 
A MetroCard costs $1 but must have a minimum of $5.50 added to the 
card balance.  
 
Provided you use the same credit card/metro card for payment on all 
journeys, transfers from subway to bus and from bus to bus within two 
hours (restrictions apply) are included in the one fare. If you use the 
subway more than 12 times in one week (Monday to Sunday) any 
additional trips will be free provided you use the same payment method 
for each trip. 
 
Subway and bus system maps are displayed at all stations and in some 
subway carriages, and can be found online at http://www.mta.info/. 
Google Maps will often have updated information on delays for transport 
but apps like Citymapper or Transit are also helpful in finding more 
detail about the subway/bus running schedules. 
 

PERSONAL SAFETY 
 

Random acts of violent crime, in addition to regular petty crime, continue 
to occur and are extensively reported in the media.  Visitors should 
remain vigilant and be aware of their surroundings. 
 
Theft is common in New York, therefore personal property should be 
watched in public places, especially at restaurants, airports and hotel 
lobbies. Women are advised to take particular care of their handbags and 
not to leave them unattended at any time. When dining in restaurants, it 
is not advisable to leave the handbag on the floor or on the back of the 
chair: keep it in your lap or hooked over your leg. 
 
Don�t open doors to strangers either at home or in hotel rooms. Identify 
all callers. Residences and motor vehicles should be locked when left 
unattended. If leaving a car parked in the street, ensure that all personal 
clothing, briefcases, shopping bags, tools, etc are put out of sight and 
secured in the boot. 
 
At hotels, valuables such as passports and airline tickets should be 
deposited in safes provided by the management. Hotel keys should 
always be handed to a desk clerk and never left on the reception counter. 
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For a more detailed Security briefing or clarification on any of the points 
raised please speak to  

 
s 22(1)(a)(ii)
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GENERAL SECURITY TIPS 
 

1. If possible, carry your handbag by the clasp. If not, make sure it 
has a strong shoulder strap 
 

2. Place your wallet, valuables, keys, etc., in a safe pocket 
 

3. If you think you are being followed, change direction as often as 
possible. Head for well-lit areas where there are people. If the 
person continues to follow you, seek help by stepping into a 
shop, restaurant or getting the attention of a passer-by. 

 
4. Try to notice people who pass you. Muggers often pass their 

victim, then turn and grab them from behind 
 

5. On subways, try to avoid riding in the last car. When there are 
few passengers, it is best to remain in sight of the booth 
attendant, particularly at night 

 
6. Have MetroCards or keys ready before use 

 
7. Don't carry illegal weapons 

 
8. Keep a shrill whistle attached to your key chain 

 
9. Don't take short cuts through tunnels, deserted buildings, etc. 

 
10. Don't carry large amounts of cash 

 
11. Be especially vigilant for pickpockets in crowded areas. 

 
Greater safety lies not in getting out of trouble, but in avoiding trouble in 
the first place. Self-protection means taking all necessary precautions in 
order to eliminate your chances of becoming the victim of a crime. 
 
Never provoke an attack. If it is apparent that it is only your money at 
stake, give it up and try to remember what the perpetrator looks like so 
you can give an accurate description to the police. The individual's 
height, weight, age, complexion, dress, speech, and movements should 
be noted. Compare their physical proportions and age with someone you 
know. Remember the direction they took and, if a car was used, the 
colour, make, license plates, etc.  
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INTERACTIVE MAPS 
 
Conveniences and Points of Interest 
https://www.google.com.au/maps/d/edit?mid=1aLBKC_G3yDmaCgBvE
_zaCRFaFkvHObfM&ll=40.75251401701286%2C-
73.98948244170305&z=18  

 
 
Government Offices, Transportation and Business  
https://www.google.com.au/maps/d/u/0/viewer?mid=1np9Xf8TskqEJq
egm5tQ4uoQQGc01dbHz&ll=40.72525712547905%2C-
73.98429694999999&z=12 

 
 
 
Australian businesses in New York 
 
https://www.google.com/maps/placelists/list/hJzOeZgVPp-
HIsmisMA8y5oQoC7Ilg 
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RESTAURANTS & CAFÉS 
 
 
BEDFORD 
AND CO  

$$$ American 118 East 40th Street (inside Renwick Hotel) 
(between 39th and 40th Streets) 
+1 212 634 4040 
www.bedfordandco.com  
 

THE SMITH $$ American 956 2nd Ave � at 51st Street  
+1 212 644 2700 
https://thesmithrestaurant.com/location/midto
wn/ 
 

TOSCANA 49 $$ Italian 143 East 49th St  
(between Lexington and 3rd) 
+1 212 256-0190 
http://www.toscana49.com/ 
 

OLE & STEEN $$ Bakery 518 Lexington Ave (In the Intercontinental 
Hotel) 
+1 929 209-1544 
https://oleandsteen.us/menu 
 

SHAKE SHACK $ American burgers/ 
quick/takeaway 

600 Third Avenue  
(between 39th and 40th Streets) 
www.shakeshack.com  
 

GYU-KAKU 
BBQ 

$$ Japanese BBQ 805 3rd Ave 2nd Floor 
(Corner of 50th and 3rd Ave) 
+1 212 702-8816 
https://www.gyu-kaku.com/ 
 

CAPITAL 
GRILLE 

$$$$ American/Fine 
dining 

155 East 42nd Street 
(between Third Avenue and Lexington 
Avenue) 
+ 1 212 953 2000 
www.thecapitalgrille.com  

BLUESTONE 
LANE 
 

$$ 
 

Australian Coffee  805 3rd Avenue 
(between 49th and 50th Streets) 
www.bluestonelane.com  
 

CAFÉ 
GRUMPY 

$$ Australian Style 
Coffee 

Grand Central Terminal, Lexington Avenue 
entrance  
(opposite 43rd Street) 
www.cafegrumpy.com  
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PENNYLANE 
COFFEE 

$$ Australian Style 
Coffee 

305 East 45th Street  
(between 1st and 2nd Ave)  
+1 917 797 5133 
 

MONA 
KITCHEN AND 
MARKET 

$$ Casual cafe 310 East 44th Street  
(between 1st and 2nd Aves) 
+1 212) 599 0999 
 

PICKLER & CO 
CRAFT DELI 

$ Casual cafe 216 East 45th Street 
(between 2nd and 3rd Aves) 
info@picklernyc.com 
http://www.picklernyc.com/ 
 

NAYA $ Casual/Healthy 
Mediterranean 

658 Third Avenue 
(between 43rd and 44th Streets)  
+1 212 557 0007 
https://eatnaya.com/ 
 

STARBUCKS $$ Coffee 150 East 42nd Street  
(between Lexington and 3rd Avenue) 
www.starbucks.com  
 

INDIAN 
ACCENT 

$$$$ Indian  123 West 56th Street  
(between 6th and 7th Avenues) 
+1 212 842 8070 
www.indianaccent.com  

OSTERIA 
LAGUNA � 

$$ Italian 209 East 42nd Street � between 3rd and 2nd 
Aves +1 212 557 0001 
http://www.osterialagunanyc.com/ 
 

HATSUHANA $$$ 
 

Japanese 17 East 48th Street 
(between Madison and Fifth Avenues) 
+1 212) 355-3345 
www.hatsuhana.com  
 

ZUMA $$$$ Japanese 261 Madison Avenue  
(between 39th and 38th Streets)  
+1 212 544-9862 
www.zumarestaurant.com  
 

SINIGUAL 
 

$$ Mexican 640 Third Avenue at 41st Street  
+1 212 286 0250 
www.sinigualrestaurants.com  
 

DOS TOROS 
TAQUERIA  

$  Mexican/Takeaway 465 Lexington Avenue 
(between 45th and 46th Streets) 
www.dostoros.com  
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URBANSPACE 
AT 570 
LEXINGTON 

$$ Permanent food 
hall 

570 Lexington Ave 
(corner East 51st Street  
+1 917 388 9564 
https://www.urbanspacenyc.com/570-
lexington 
 

ESS-A-BAGEL 
*best in mid-
town 

$ Quick/ 
Takeaway 

831 3rd Ave 
(between 50th and 51st Streets)  
https://www.ess-a-bagel.com/  
 

GRAND 
CENTRAL 
MARKET 
 

$$ Quick/ 
Takeaway  
*Fresh produce 

Grand Central Terminal Lexington Avenue 
entrance (Opposite 43rd Street) 
www.grandcentralterminal.com  

AVRA 
MADISON 
ESTATORIO 

$$$$ Seafood 14 East 60th Street 
(between 59th and 60th streets)  
+1 212 937-0100 
www.avrany.com  
 

CRAVE FISH 
BAR 

$$ Seafood 945 2nd Ave, just after 50th Street  
+1 646 895 9585 
https://cravefishbar.com/ 
 

DOCKS 
OYSTER BAR 

$$$ Seafood 633 Third Avenue � at 40th Street 
+1 212 986 8080 
www.docksoysterbar.com 

LUKE�S 
LOBSTER 

$$ Seafood 207 East 43rd Street  
(between 2nd and 3rd Avenues) 
+1 646 657 0066 
www.lukeslobster.com   
 

SMITH AND 
WOLLENSKY 

$$$$ Steakhouse 97 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017 
(at 49th Street- between 3rd and 2nd Avenue) 
+1 212 753-1530 
www.smithandwollenskynyc.com  
 

BENJAMIN 
STEAKHOUSE 

$$$$ Steakhouse/ 
Seafood 

52 East 41st Street, New York, NY 10017 
(between Park and Madison Avenues) 
+1 212 297-9177 
www.benjaminsteakhouse.com  
 

KATAGIRI 
JAPANESE 
GROCERY 
 

$$ Sushi/takeaway 370 Lexington Avenue (at 41st Street) 
www.katagiri.com  

TAO $$$ Asian Fusion 42 East 58th Street 
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(between Park and Madison Avenues) 
+1 212 888-2288  
www.taorestaurant.com 
 

LITTLE 
COLLINS 
 

$$ Australian Coffee  667 Lexington Ave 
(between 55th and 56th Street) 
+1 212 308-1969 
www.littlecollinsnyc.com  
 

CHINESE 
TUXEDO 

$$$ Chinese in a 
former opera 
house  

5 Doyers Street 
+1 646 895-9301 
www.chinesetuxedo.com  
 

JOJO $$$ French 160 E 64th St, New York, NY 10065 
(between Lexington and 3rd Avenue) 
+1 212 223-5656 
www.jojorestaurant.com  
 

LA 
GRENOUILLE 

$$$$ French 1 Little West 12th Street, New York, NY 10014 
+1 212 488-2110 
www.la-grenouille.com  
 

DANIEL  $$$$ French fine dining  60 East 65th St, New York, NY 10065  
(between Madison and Park) 
+1 212 288-0033  
www.daniel.nyc  
 

AVENA $$$ Italian 260 6th Avenue  
(between W Houston and Bleecker Streets) 
+1 212 505 9252 
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AMALI $$$ Italian 115 E 60th St, New York, NY, 10022 
(between Park and Lexington Avenue) 
Telephone +1 212-339-8363 
www.amalinyc.com  
 

SCALINATELLA $$$
$ 

Italian 201 E 61st St, New York, NY 10065  
(between 3rd and 2nd Avenue) 
+1 212) 207-8280 
 

MAREA $$$
$ 

Italian/seafood  240 Central Park S, New York, NY 10019 
(between 8th and 7th Avenue) 
Telephone # (212) 582-5100 �  
ww.marea-nyc.com  
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SUGGESTED NEW YORK CITY LEISURE ACTIVITIES 
 

BROADWAY SHOWS 
Tickets can be purchased through various means.  
It is recommended where possible to book directly from the theatre, 
https://www.broadway.com/broadway/tickets, or through Ticketmaster 
(https://in.ticketmaster.com/broadway/). If you do not book ahead, you 
can go directly to the theater�s box office. For most shows, you can get 
information and tickets by calling Telecharge (212-239-6200) or 
Ticketmaster (212-307-4100 or 800-755-4000).  
Service charges may be added to the price of your tickets. 
 
CENTRAL PARK 
Stretches from 59th Street to 110th Street and from Fifth Avenue to 
Central Park West.  It is a beautiful place to exercise, explore, or have a 
picnic. 
 
CIRCLE LINE SIGHTSEEING CRUISES 
Tour-guided cruise (2 or 3 hours) around Manhattan Depart from Pier 
83, West 43rd Street & Twelfth Avenue. 
 
THE HIGH LINE 
A public park built on a 1.45-mile-long elevated rail structure running 
from Gansevoort St. to 34th St. on Manhattan�s West Side. 
 
HUDSON YARDS 
New York�s newest neighbourhood and home to more than 100 diverse 
shops and culinary experiences, significant public art including the 
iconic Vessel and dynamic cultural institutions including The Shed, 14 
acres of public plazas, gardens and groves. 
 
NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY & BRYANT PARK 
With nearly 53 million items and 92 locations, the New York Public 
Library is the second largest public library in the United States and the 
fourth largest in the world. 
476 5th Avenue (Bryant Park)  
 
ONE WORLD TRADE CENTER 
One World Trade Center is the main building of the rebuilt World Trade 
Center complex in Lower Manhattan 285 Fulton Street. 
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STATUE OF LIBERTY 
America�s favorite symbol of freedom. Grounds open for strolls and 
viewing the statue. Pedestal and museum open for tours only. Tickets 
required. Statue of Liberty ferry departs from Castle Clinton, Battery 
Park in Downtown Manhattan. 
 
  

OBSERVATION DECKS 
THE EDGE 
30 Hudson Yards 
 
EMPIRE STATE BUILDING 
350 Fifth Avenue (between 33rd & 34th Streets) 
 
ROCKEFELLER CENTRE �TOP OF THE ROCK� 
30 Rockefeller Plaza (49th Street between Fifth & Avenue of the Americas 
{Sixth Avenue} 
 
SUMMIT ONE VANDERBILT 
45 E 42nd Street 
 
ONE WORLD OBSERVATORY 
117 West Street (World Trade Center)  
 
 

MUSEUMS 
 
AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY 
More than 40 permanent halls plus IMAX films, space shows and 
temporary special exhibitions explore the universe and the diversity of 
life on Earth. Tickets are timed entry to limit capacity. Please reserve 
here: https://www.amnh.org/plan-your-visit.  
Central Park West at 79th Street 
Open Wednesday�Sunday, 10 am�5:30 pm.  
 
ELLIS ISLAND IMMIGRATION MUSEUM 
America�s famous immigrant gateway from 1892 to 1954. Audio tours, 
café and gift shop. Ellis Island Ferry departs from Castle Clinton, Battery 
Park in Downtown Manhattan. Get ferry tickets here: 
https://www.statueofliberty.org/visit/. Contact: at (212) 561-4588 or 
contactus@libertyellisfoundation.org. No tickets required for museum 
itself. 
*Open daily, hours change seasonally (see website for more information) 
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THE GUGGENHEIM 
Frank Lloyd Wright landmark. Renowned collection of modern and 
contemporary art plus important changing exhibitions. Reserve tickets 
here: https://www.guggenheim.org/plan-your-visit.  
1071 Fifth Avenue at 89th Street 
Open Sunday�Monday, 11 am�6 pm, Wednesday�Friday 11 am�6 pm, 
Saturday 11 am�8 pm 
Closed Tuesday 
 
METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART (THE MET) 
Containing more than two million works of art ranging from medieval 
armor to Greco-Roman architecture and sculptures to European 
paintings. Book tickets here or buy in person: 
https://www.metmuseum.org/visit/plan-your-visit.  
Fifth Avenue at 82nd Street 
Open SunTues + Thu: 10 am�5 pm, Fri/Sat: 10 am�9 pm, Closed 
Wednesday 
 
THE MORGAN LIBRARY & MUSEUM 
A museum and independent research library located in the heart of New 
York City. The main building is a New York City designated landmark 
and a National Historic Landmark. 
225 Madison Avenue at 36th Street, New York, NY, 10016  
Entry to the Museum is by timed ticket. Advance timed tickets are 
suggested for best availability. Go to https://www.themorgan.org/visit.  
Open Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday, and Sunday from 10:30 
am to 5 pm, and Friday from 10:30 am to 7pm. 
 
MUSEUM OF MODERN ART (THE MOMA) 
Paintings, sculpture, drawings, prints, architecture, photography, films 
and industrial and graphic design from 1880s to present. Reserve tickets 
here: https://www.moma.org/visit/. 
11 West 53rd Street between Fifth and Sixth Avenues 
Open Sun- Fri, 10:30 a.m.�5:30 p.m, Sat, 10:30 a.m.�7:00 p.m. 
 
THE WHITNEY MUSEUM 
The Whitney Museum houses one of the world's foremost collections of 
twentieth century American art. The Permanent Collection of some 
12,000 works encompasses paintings, sculptures, multimedia 
installations, drawings, prints, and photographs. Advance tickets are 
recommended for best availability. Book here: https://whitney.org/visit.  
9 Gansevoort Street  
Open Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday 10:30am-6pm, Saturday 
and Sunday 11am-6pm, [Closed Tuesday] 
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SHOPPING 
 
BLOOMINGDALE�S 
A New-York-famous department store that sells high end products across 
a range of different departments, including cosmetics, shoes, clothes, 
kitchen supplies and furniture. 
East 59th Street between Lexington & Third Avenue 
 
MACY�S 
One of the nation�s premier retailers also famous for throwing the annual 
Macy�s Thanksgiving Day Parade in New York City.  
151 West 34th Street between Broadway & 7th Avenues 
 
BERGDORF GOODMAN 
A luxury department store that has been a New York landmark since 
1901. 
745 Fifth Avenue at 58th Street 
 
SAKS FIFTH AVENUE 
Saks Fifth Avenue is an American luxury department store chain with its 
flagship store based in New York. 
611 Fifth Avenue at 49th Street 
 
APPLE FIFTH AVENUE 
New York�s most famous Apple Inc. store known for its cubic glass 
exterior and modern underground interior. 
Concourse Level, 767 Fifth Avenue at 58th Street 
 
DYLAN�S CANDY BAR 
A famous, colorful candy store. 
20 Hudson Yards 
  
FAO SCHWARZ 
The oldest toy store in the United States, famous for its high-end toys, 
life-sized stuffed animals, interactive experiences, brand integrations, 
and games. 
30 Rockefeller Plaza 
 
YANKEES CLUBHOUSE 
The official store of the New York Yankees. 
393 5th Avenue #Sp1 (Near the Morgan Library & Museum) 
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COVID-19: TESTING AND LOCAL REQUIREMENTS 
 
The Federal Public Health Emergency ended on 11 May 2023.  
 
Departure/Arrival information: New York 

 Visitors are not required to show a negative COVID-19 viral test or 
documentation of recovery from COVID-19 to enter the United States.  

 No self-quarantine or COVID-19 testing is required following arrival in 
the United States.  

 Domestic travel in the United States does not require pre-departure or 
on arrival testing, nor self-quarantine after travel. 

 This advice is accurate as of 9 January 2024. Please verify latest 
information here. 

 
Current COVID-19 levels in New York 

 New York City Health authorities acknowledge COVID-19 is still 
present in the city, although not a public emergency.  

 Mask-wearing is still commonplace, and from time to time will be a 
requirement in places such as hospitals and nursing homes.  

 
COVID testing 
Rapid tests are readily available for purchase at most pharmacies for around 
USD20 or can be ordered online for delivery to your hotel. You may also 
consider bringing a supply of rapid tests from Australia.
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68th Session of the  

United Nations Commission on the Status of Women 

 
National Women’s Alliances Submission re Australia’s position on priority 

theme: Accelerating the achievement of gender equality and the empowerment of 
all women and girls by addressing poverty and strengthening institutions and 

financing with a gender perspective. 

 

Introduction 

National Women’s Alliances welcomes the opportunity to provide this submission to 
government ahead of the 68th session of the United Nations Commission on the Status of 
Women (CSW68). We acknowledge the substantial contributions of the International Women’s 
Development Agency and Hannah Robinson to this submission. 

The importance of this years’ theme has never been more apparent. COVID-19 has highlighted 
existing social and economic fault-lines and exacerbated inequality, poverty and 
marginalization. This backsliding on progress has occurred in a context where the effects of 
human-induced climate change and environmental degradation are highlighting present, and 
future risks. In addition, multiple and intersecting factors shape people's needs, opportunities 
and outcomes, including interdependent social, economic and environmental considerations. 
Together, these factors have transformed the landscape of social protection needs and 
demonstrated the importance of social protection for securing a minimum standard of living for 
the physical, economic and mental wellbeing of citizens.    

Women’s organisations, human rights organisations, feminist organisations (collectively 
‘CSOs’) and academic institutions play a critical role in driving change and ensuring 
accountability for gender equality. In recent years, the space for meaningful CSO engagement 
in UN environments has shrunk significantly. Australia has advocated for the role of CSOs in 
the CSW in the past and we urge Australia to continue to advocate for an active, meaningful, 
and clearly defined role for CSOs at CSW. We also call on Australia to advocate for States to 
take measures to protect women human rights defenders and support and fund specialist 
women’s services and feminist CSOs and networks. 

We congratulate the Australian government on its history of strong support for CSO 
engagement in CSW and acknowledge the increase in civil society delegation nominations to 
three positions as a sign of the government’s commitment to engaging directly with CSOs to 
protect women’s human rights.   
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Priority focus for CSW68 

National Women’s Alliances submit that Australia’s priorities at CSW68 should include the 
following: 

1. An emphasis on making visible the multiple and intersecting experiences of discrimination, 
including how these shape experiences of poverty. We support Australia’s strong history of 
advocacy in this area. We urge the Australian government in discussions and in the text of 
the Agreed Conclusions to: 
 

a. Continue to advocate for an acknowledgment of the role of sexual orientation, 
gender identity, gender expression and sex characteristics (SOGIESC) on individual 
experiences of discrimination and human rights abuses. The Australian government 
should support language relating to gender and avoid language which refers to sex 
characteristics only, except where the subject matter purely relates to biological 
characteristics.  

b. Highlight, where relevant, the ongoing legacy of colonialism and its impact on 
individual experiences of discrimination,  

c. Advocate for the recognition of the experiences of migrant and refugee women,  
d. Argue for the use and retention of the phrase ‘women and girls in all their diversity’ 

in preference to any incomplete listing of various groups of women and girls, 
e. Advocate for the inclusion of ‘girls’ and ‘women and girls with disability’ in the 

Agreed Conclusions, particularly in relation to text dealing with leadership and 
meaningful involvement in decision-making about the lives of girls and of women 
and girls with disability, and 

f. Advocate for the use of the phrase ‘multiple and intersecting forms of discrimination’ 
in the text of the Agreed Conclusions. 

 
2. An emphasis on the need for accessible gender and sex disaggregated poverty data at both 

the state and international level, noting the importance of intersectional, lived-experience 
knowledge for effective policy development. Data collection should be multidimensional 
(i.e.: not merely focused on income/assets, but include a range of potential areas of 
deprivation across social, economic and environmental dimensions) and include a focus on 
the following areas: 
 

a. Women, older women, young women, and girls’ experiences of poverty within 
households, 

b. Refugee and migrant women’s experiences of poverty within country, 
c. The experiences of women and girls in rural, regional, and remote areas,  
d. The interaction of vulnerable women and girls with financial systems, including both 

private financial institutions (such as banks) and social protection systems.  

We urge Australia to support discussions about ‘data sovereignty’, particularly in the context 
of data relating to Indigenous women and girls.  

We urge Australia’s support for the strengthening of national and regional statistics offices to 
be resourced to collect and share this data, and for the prioritisation of this support through 
Official Development Assistance (ODA).  
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We also urge Australia to advocate for the specific inclusion of ‘gender’ as a descriptor in 
any language on data collection, noting that specifying ‘sex’ alone can be understood as a 
purposeful exclusion of people with diverse gender identities, expressions, and sex 
characteristics. We encourage the Australian government to be particularly mindful of this 
language considering the ongoing discrimination faced by people with diverse gender 
identities (see point 6 below), and to take a ‘do no harm’ approach to data collection on the 
specific experience of people of diverse SOGIESC.  

In advocating for this data collection, Australia should emphasise that gender disaggregated 
data is required to adequately capture trends related to gendered cultural practices and 
norms.  

3. A focus on the interaction between poverty and gendered violence, noting particularly the 
role of poverty in creating the conditions for (and enabling the continuation of) domestic, 
family, and intimate partner violence (‘gender-based violence’). We recommend Australia 
emphasise the intersectional nature of gender-based violence, including the experiences of: 
 

a. Indigenous women and girls, 
b. Women and girls with disabilities, 
c. Refugee and migrant women and girls, 
d. Women and girls from regional, rural, and remote areas.  

 
4. An emphasis on global and domestic care economies, including the role of women’s unpaid 

care work in maintaining economic inequities. Australia should strongly advocate for 
policies which economically uplift and support women and girls with caring responsibilities, 
noting that this care load will only increase in the face of the climate emergency. Australia 
should advocate for the recognition, reduction, and redistribution of unpaid care and 
domestic work, while emphasising the need for adequate social infrastructure and social 
protections to enable caring by everyone.  
 

5. An emphasis on the ongoing importance of human security issues, noting the lack of 
women, peace, and security as a theme in the CSW68 expert papers. Australia should 
particularly emphasise the importance of: 
 

a. Women and girls’ health in humanitarian crises, including sexual and reproductive 
health, 

b. Human rights abuses in crises and conflict zones, including preventing and 
addressing conflict-related sexual violence, 

c. The interrelated and compounding effects of economic, climate, and humanitarian 
crises on women and girls’ security.  

 
6. A strong focus on the global backlash against women’s human rights and feminism in both 

politics and civil society. This focus should include an acknowledgement of pressure to 
withdraw social and legal protections from people with diverse gender identities, 
expressions, and sex characteristics, as well as ongoing threats to women and girls’ sexual 
and reproductive rights.  
 

7. Advocacy for the language of ‘families’ rather than ‘the family,’ to emphasise that social 
protections and freedoms should also apply to all families.  
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8. A focus on the importance of sexual and reproductive rights in reducing poverty globally, by 

allowing diverse women full autonomy over their bodies, including the decision of whether 
and when to become pregnant. We urge the Australian government to emphasise the role 
of comprehensive sexuality education to young women and girl’s economic security, noting 
the need for this education to include information relevant to people with diverse gender 
identities, expressions, and sex characteristics.  
 
Australia should emphasise the need for comprehensive sexuality education that goes 
beyond health education and explicitly includes content on reproductive freedoms, diverse 
sexual orientations, gender identities, gender expressions and sex characteristics. Australia 
should strongly advocate for comprehensive sexual and reproductive freedoms and 
education for all people.  
 
We also urge Australia to use the language ‘diverse women’s human rights’ rather than 
‘women’s rights’ throughout the Agreed Conclusions, but particularly when discussing 
sexual and reproductive freedoms, to protect the principle of the universality of human 
rights and to avoid creating a hierarchy of rights in which women’s rights fall below the 
rights of the family, the state, and so on.   
 

9. A firm resolve that the Agreed Conclusions should not be limited by appeals to national 
sovereignty or cultural relativism. Similarly, Australia should support the global applicability 
of the UN system of human rights. In the lead up to the Summit of the Future in September 
2024, we ask Australia to push for the United Nations to conduct and report on a gendered 
analysis of power imbalances within UN structures and entities. 
 

10. A focus on the impact of international financial institutions on individual experiences of 
poverty, emphasising the need for a gender-impact analysis of institutions.  Australia should 
focus on the need for reform of international financial architecture in line with principles of 
gender responsive financing and the Sustainable Development Goals, noting particularly 
the impact of sovereign debt on countries in the Global South.  
 
Australia should emphasise that sovereign debt stress entrenches inequalities within 
communities. As noted in the expert papers, lower-middle-income countries with debt spend 
more on debt service payments than social services, while low-income countries debt 
service payments came to “171% of social spending” (see Prof. Dr Jayati Ghosh’s expert 
paper). This stress disproportionally impacts vulnerable women and girls, as cuts to social 
infrastructure and climate action increase the amount of unpaid care work needed to 
maintain communities (see Leia Achampong’s expert paper). Australia should note that 
decreased spending on social protections and public services keeps women and girls 
trapped in gendered poverty, with fewer services available to those fleeing violence and 
conflict.    
 
We encourage Australia to highlight, where relevant, the legacy of colonialism and its effect 
on current debt crises.   

The reform of international financial architecture should include consideration of the World 
Bank’s role as the custodian agency of global poverty data, and the need for a greater 
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integration of individual-level, multidimensional, gender-sensitive poverty data in its 
mandate. In this regard, we urge Australia to advocate for the Commission to adopt a multi-
year program of work alongside the World Bank and other entities to provide clarity on an 
agreed approach to individual-level measurement of gender-sensitive poverty ahead of the 
creation and adoption of any post-2030 development framework. 

 
11. A strong focus on global and domestic social policies which maintain economic inequity 

between genders, noting the continued existence of gendered pay gaps, gendered 
discrimination through taxation, and discriminatory or inequitable practices which result in 
diminished opportunities for women. We encourage Australia to emphasise the human right 
to social protection when advocating for the need for progressive, equalising social policies 
and infrastructure. Australia should emphasise the link between international financial 
systems and domestic spending on programs to reduce gendered poverty.   

Australia should strongly emphasise the importance of the right to social protection, noting 
that accessible social security programs create opportunities to escape gendered poverty. 
Conversely, Australia should emphasise that retrogressive measures taken in relation to the 
right to social security help maintain the conditions that lead to gendered poverty.  

Australia should emphasise that punitive welfare systems make it more difficult for women to 
access the broader social infrastructure, including education and training programs, 
healthcare, and social support for those escaping violence. In advocating for this position 
Australia should note that the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights (ICESCR) recognises "the right of everyone to social security, including social 
insurance” and that General Comment 19 of the ICESCR Committee regarding the need for 
any retrogressive measures to be reasonably justified and subject to review. 

 

12. A strong emphasis on the specific experiences of Indigenous women and girls, noting the 
continuing impact of colonialism. We urge Australia to strongly advocate for the specific 
inclusion of Indigenous voices in international human rights spaces, emphasising the 
importance of Indigenous women’s expertise in discussions of:  

 
a. Women, young women, and girls’ experiences of legal systems, including 

experiences of incarceration and detention, acknowledging the role of traditional and 
customary legal systems,  

b. Women, young women, and girls’ experiences with state social protection systems 
and welfare systems, 

c. Climate action and disaster relief programs and planning, 
d. Gender-based violence, 
e. Traditional and ancestral knowledge and expertise, and 
f. Women, young women, and girls' experiences of multidimensional poverty, to 

ensure contextual and culturally relevant understandings of poverty. 
 

We note the removal of language referencing Indigenous women in the final text of the 
COP28 Gender Action Plan and encourage Australia to strongly advocate for language 
which directly acknowledges the impact of climate change on Indigenous women and girls. 
We urge the government to advocate for the importance of ‘free, prior and informed’ consent 
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when raising policy issues related to Indigenous people, emphasising the particular 
importance of this principle in relation to land and territories and/or policy relating to climate 
change.  

13. An emphasis that any effective climate change action must include coordinated global and 
State-level responses, acknowledging the outsized impact of climate disasters on women 
and girls (including refugee, migrant, and stateless women and girls). Australia should 
advocate for gender-responsive climate financing, emphasising the role of women’s unpaid 
care work following climate disasters and extreme weather events. As above, Australia 
should emphasise the importance of Indigenous women’s voices in any discussion of 
international climate action. Australia should also highlight the link between sovereign debt 
stress and decreased domestic spending on climate change prevention and preparedness.  
 

14. A focus on the positive role financial institutions can play in disrupting cycles of poverty and 
violence, for example the use of AI by banks to identify patterns of coercive financial abuse 
of women1 and measures which can be taken by banks to assist women facing the 
economic effects of gender-based violence.  

 

 
1 https://www.afr.com/companies/financial-services/cba-blocking-400-000-abusive-messages-a-year-sent-

with-tiny-payments-20231108-p5eihl 
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Australian Reception 2

A A     S  

o t H.E. Mr James Larsen, Ambassador and Permanent Representative to the 
United Nations, New York

Chief guest: Senator the Hon Katy Gallagher, Minister for Women, Finance and 
the Public Service 

0  Reception commences 

0   Ambassador Larsen to deliver welcoming remarks and introduce the Minister 
for Women 

  4  Minister for Women to deliver remarks 

 Reception continues as attendees network and socialise 

0  Reception closes 
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A A    k  
1170 words – approx. 7 minutes at 160 wpm 

Good evening everyone. Welcome to New York and to the 68th session of the 
United Nations Commission on the Status of Women.  

Thank you Ambassador Larsen, and to all the staff here at the Australian Mission to 
the UN, for hosting us this evening. 

It is an honour to be leading Australia’s official delegation to CSW this year for the 
first time.  

I did plan to be here last year, leading Australia’s delegation, but unfortunately, my 
parliamentary commitments prevented me from travelling. 

Nevertheless, Senator Malarndirri McCarthy expertly led the delegation to CSW67 
on my behalf. 

Senator McCarthy was the first Indigenous Australian woman to represent Australia 
at CSW and deliver Australia’s National Statement.  

The significance of this should not be understated.  

I am proud to be part of an Australian Government that is putting women’s voices 
and First Nations voices at the centre of our efforts to achieve gender equality. 

Standing before you all, I am buoyed by the sheer number of people that are 
working towards achieving gender equality – including all of you.  

I am reminded that we are united by this shared goal to improve the lives of every 
individual in Australia and around the world. 

I acknowledge the importance of civil society organisations in representing 
communities and increasing the Government’s accountability and effectiveness.  

Everyone in this room has diverse experiences that you bring to all of our 
interactions and that you are bringing to CSW this year.  

You are at the forefront of advocating for change.  
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CSW relies on the expertise, dedication and passion of all of you. 

Official Delegation 

I am proud to be supported this week by a delegation of extraordinary women who 
have dedicated their careers and their lives to championing and progressing gender 
equality: 

Padma Raman, Executive Director, Office for Women 

Stephanie Copus Campbell, Ambassador for Gender Equality  

Dr Anna Cody, Sex Discrimination Commissioner 

Mary Wooldridge, CEO, Workplace Gender Equality Agency 

Natasha Stott Despoja, CEDAW Committee Member 

I also have with me Khayshie Tilak Ramesh and Joslyn Eades-Tass, our two civil 
society delegates who will help us bring the perspectives of Australian women into 
our engagements this week. 

Khayshie Tilak Ramesh – Equality Rights Alliance  

Joslyn Eades-Tass – National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Women’s 
Alliance 

Khayshie and Joslyn will advise the delegation, and are your first point of contact for 
any key issues that you would like raised. 

Together, we will be prosecuting Australia’s priorities over the coming days and 
learning from distinguished representatives from all over the world. 

Key Priorities 

Throughout the week, Australia’s delegation will have a visible, strategic presence at 
CSW, showcasing our gender equality expertise and encouraging discussion and 
learning on gender equality, 
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Throughout the week, Australia will be emphasising that gender equality is a core 
economic imperative, critical to the empowerment of women. 

We will promote the importance of reforming Government structures and 
processes to shift the dial on gender equality and the use of data and evidence to 
ensure policy solutions provide better outcomes for women and girls. 

We will be showcasing Australia’s significant and just released national gender 
equality strategy to guide whole of community action to achieve a gender-equal 
Australia. 

The strategy is called Working for Women, recognising that our economy and 
society needs to work for women for it to work for all of us. 

The strategy envisions an Australia where people are safe, treated with respect, and 
have access to choices, resources and equal outcomes no matter their gender. 

It focuses on five priority areas where action is needed to have the greatest impact 
on achieving gender equality: safety, care, economic equality, health, and 
leadership and representation. 

These priorities, and the Strategy as a whole, was informed by the voices and 
experiences of people like you.  

It is the product of thousands of women’s voices telling us their stories, experiences 
and what the Government can do better for women in all their diversity.  

The strategy is a significant deliverable for Australia – and I hope you will join me in 
promoting this throughout CSW. 

Throughout this week, the Australian delegation will also emphasise the 
interconnectedness of gender-based violence, poverty and economic equality and 
seek to learn how other Member States are addressing this complex issue. 

As a priority, Australia will promote the sharing and redistribution of unpaid care 
and domestic work, and emphasise the critical need for adequate social 
infrastructure, workplace settings and social protections to enable caring for 
everyone.  
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The delegation will be negotiating strongly with our international counterparts on 
these matters throughout CSW and to see this reflected in the Agreed Conclusions. 

We will build coalitions of support and strategically counter efforts to reverse hard 
fought gains on gender equality through engaging with a range of diverse 
stakeholders – Member States, international organisations and civil society. 

We will actively promote and support you – Australian civil society – young people, 
human rights defenders and our national human rights institutions to participate 
alongside governments to influence and strengthen outcomes this year.  

I will also be participating in an event on Tuesday morning hosted by a coalition of 
organisations here tonight – Champions of Change, Chief Executive Women, 
Settlement Services International, Equality Rights Alliance and the Workplace 
Gender Equality Agency.  

The event will be discussing Australia’s world leading gender data to accelerate 
equality across women’s life course and close the gender pay gap.  

Please reach out to any of them if you want further detail. 

Closing 

Everyone in this room right now has a common vision. 

I know the importance of ensuring women – in all their diversity – have the 
opportunity to have their voices heard.  

So make the most of the next two weeks and the opportunity to play a leading role 
in the global advancement of gender equality. 

I look forward to meeting with many of you tonight.  

Thank you and have a great evening.  
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ATTAC E T   R  

4.5 mins – 710 words @ 160wpm 

Good morning everyone. It is a real pleasure to be here with you all. 

I would like to begin by first acknowledging the traditional lands of the Lenape 
[Le-nuh-pee] people, on which we are gathering this morning. 

My name is Katy Gallagher and I am Australia’s Minister for Women, Finance 
and the Public Service.  

It is great to be spending time with our PIF grouping ahead of what will be a 
significant and busy week. I am reminded of the deep sense of purpose I felt 
after attending the second PIF Women Leaders Meeting in September in Fiji last 
year.  

I valued the opportunity to listen to Pacific women leaders, to their concerns 
and challenges and the opportunities to make transformational changes to 
achieve gender equality in the region. 

At that meeting, we agreed on the revitalised Pacific Leaders Gender Equality 
Declaration, which is Pacific owned and led, and ambitious in driving gender 
equality across our region.  

I will speak about my priorities in a moment, but this week, I do hope to elevate 
the collective agreements we made in the Declaration and the issues that are 
most important to the women and girls in all their diversity in our region. 

   

I am proud to be supported this week by a delegation of extraordinary women 
who have dedicated their careers and their lives to championing and 
progressing gender equality including: 

Natasha Stott Despoja, CEDAW Committee Member – who is here today  
Padma Raman, Executive Director, Office for Women – who is here today 

Australia proudly also includes civil society representatives on our official 
delegation.  

This year, we are joined by Joslyn Eades-Tass, a representative of the National 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Women’s Alliance, and Khayshie Tilak 
Ramesh, a representative of Australia’s Equality Rights Alliance.   
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Our two civil society delegates will help us bring the perspectives of Australian 
women into our engagements this week.  

K y  

CSW is well timed, as just on Thursday last week I launch Australia’s national 
gender equality strategy to guide whole of community action to achieve a 
gender-equal Australia. 

The strategy is called Working for Women, recognising that our economy and 
society needs to work for women for it to work for all of us. 

The strategy envisions an Australia where people are safe, treated with 
respect, and have access to choices, resources and equal outcomes no matter 
their gender. 

It focuses on five priority areas where actions is needed to have the greatest 
impact on achieving gender equality: safety, care, economic equality, health, 
and leadership and representation. And it is built on a foundation of 
addressing harmful attitudes and stereotypes. 

Throughout the week, Australia will be emphasising that gender equality is a 
core economic imperative, critical to the economic empowerment of women. 

We will promote the importance of reforming Government structures and 
processes to shift the dial on gender equality and the use of data and evidence 
to ensure policy solutions provide better outcomes for women and girls. 

As a priority, Australia will promote the sharing and redistribution of unpaid 
care and domestic work, and emphasise the critical need for adequate social 
infrastructure, workplace settings and social protections to enable caring for 
everyone.  

The delegation will be negotiating strongly with our international counterparts 
on these matters throughout CSW and to see this reflected in the Agreed 
Conclusions. 

 

At CSW, Australia prioritises participating in side events alongside PIF 
members, and we’re proud to be involved in a few Pacific events this year.  

This includes co-sponsoring an event with PNG and Solomon Islands on using 
collective action to drive gender equality in Pacific markets.  
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An Australian side event will be held tomorrow [Tuesday 12 March] and it will 
focus on building women’s economic equality into government structures and 
processes as well as using gender data to accelerate equality across women’s 
life course. 

I look forward to working alongside you all as well as our civil society 
organisation – to advocate here at the United Nations for issues that matter to 
the women and girls in our region. 

Like you, I want to learn from distinguished representatives from all over the 
world, and to take back these learnings to our region to continue working 
together until we achieve a gender equal future.     
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focus of the Declaration is on economic empowerment, safety, leadership, health, 
education, climate change and the gender digital divide. 

5. The commitments in the Declaration are fully aligned with the Pacific’s own regional 
priorities as expressed in the 2050 Strategy for the Blue Pacific Continent 
Implementation Plan, including across the seven thematic pillars of the regional 
strategy.  This augers well for strong implementation of the commitments in the 
Declaration and speaks to the commitment of Leaders to gender equality in the region. 

6. The Pacific Platform for Action on Gender Equality and Women’s Human Rights 2018-
2030 (PPA) was endorsed by the Pacific Ministers for Women in 2017. 

a. It provides a roadmap for achieving gender equality and enhancing the wellbeing of 
women and girls in all their diversity. 

b. It supports the implementation of commitments made in all global, regional and 
national instruments, and more specifically through the PLGED and Sustainable 
Development Goal 5 (Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls). 

c. The PPA serves as a tool to accelerate the implementation of the PLGED. 

7. The two leading Pacific regional organisations – PIFS and the Pacific Community (SPC), 
the principal scientific and technical international development organisation in the 
Pacific – play complimentary roles in gender equality in the region, with PIFS being the 
custodian of the PLGED and SPC being the custodian of the PPA. 

8. The 15th Triennial Conference of Pacific Women (the Conference), the 8th Ministers for 
Women Meeting (the Women’s Ministers Meeting), and the 3rd PIFWLM, are scheduled 
to be held in the Republic of Marshall Islands on 22-26 July 2024. 

a. The Conference is well attended by civil society organisations and is held in close 
proximity to the Women’s Ministers Meeting to maximize opportunities between civil 
society and government on issues of gender equality.  

b. The Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) provides financial support to SPC 
for the convening of the Conference and implementation of Triennial outcomes 
through the Pacific Women Lead program.  DFAT also provides financial support to 
the Pacific Islands Forum Secretariat (PIFS) for the convening of PIFWLM and 
coordination of implementation of the Declaration.  

9. You will likely be invited to attend the Women’s Ministers Meeting and PIFWLM. It is 
expected that there will be cross over in attendance and timing of these meetings. 
Early indications are that the Women’s Ministers Meeting will run from 24-26 July and 
PIFWLM will convene on 26 July. You have not been formally briefed by Office for 
Women, so if this forum comes up in discussion, you may wish to recognise the 
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b. Past, present and incoming PIF Chairs work together to ensure continuity under a 
‘troika’ mechanism. Cook Islands as 2023 Chair, Tonga as 2024 Chair and Solomon 
Islands as 2025 Chair, form the ‘troika’. The Chair will formally pass to Tonga at the PIF 
Leaders Meeting in August 2024.  

PIF Ministerial Meetings 

13. The PIF Women Leaders Meeting is part of the annual Minister-level PIF meeting 
calendar, along with the PIF Economic Ministers’ Meeting, which Assistant Treasurer 
Jones attended in August 2023, and the PIF Foreign Ministers’ Meeting, which Foreign 
Minister Wong attended in September 2023. 

14. These meetings are all designed to decide the final agenda of PIF Leaders Week, which 
Cook Islands as Chair hosted in November 2023. Prime Minister Albanese attended. 

Council of Regional Organisations of the Pacific 

15. The Council of Regional Organisations of the Pacific (CROP) brings together several 
regional inter-governmental agencies across the Pacific to bring improved efficiency 
and effectiveness to service delivery to the Pacific and respond to their circumstances 
as a series of small island states. The Pacific Islands Forum Secretariat acts as CROP's 
permanent chair and provides secretariat support. 

16. There are nine CROP agencies. These are: 

a. the Pacific Islands Forum (PIF); 

b. the Secretariat of the Pacific Community (SPC) (formerly the South Pacific 
Commission); 

c. the Forum Fisheries Agency (FFA); 

d. the South Pacific Regional Environment Program (SPREP); 

e. the Pacific Islands Development Program (PIDP); 

f. the South Pacific Tourism Organisation (SPTO); 

g. the University of the South Pacific (USP); 

h. the Pacific Aviation Safety Organisation; and 

i. the Pacific Power Association. 
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A A    C W    

 Addressing poverty and strengthening institutions and financing with a gender perspective 
 Max 5 mins 

W  658 

I begin by acknowledging the traditional lands of the Lenape [Le-nuh-pee] people. 

I am very pleased to be here representing Australia, and representing the first gender 
balanced Federal Government in Australia’s history.   

Gender equality is core economic priority for the Australian Government, with 
women’s economic equality a key focus.  

To drive this effort, the Australian Government has developed our first national 
strategy to achieve gender equality, which was launched on the eve of International 
Women’s Day. 

Our strategy is called Working for Women – because when our government systems, 
our economy and our society work for women, they work for everyone. 

The Strategy was informed by thousands of women’s voices, extensive data, and 
advice provided from expert independent groups. 

The Strategy focuses on five priority areas where change is needed for gender 
equality to be achieved: 

Ending gender-based violence

Valuing and sharing unpaid and paid care;

Ensuring women’s economic equality and security;

Advancing women’s health; and

Ensuring women’s leadership, representation and decision-making.

The Strategy is built on a foundation commitment to challenge the harmful gender 
attitudes and stereotypes that limit how people behave and how people are treated. 

These priorities are, of course, interconnected.  
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Women cannot participate equally in the economy when they disproportionately 
shoulder the responsibility of care and domestic labour.  

And women cannot be equal if they are not safe. 

Violence impacts women’s economic security, their participation in the workforce, 
their opportunities for progression, their lifetime earnings and security in retirement. 

All conspiring to put women at greater risk of financial hardship and poverty. 

The Australian Government recognises these complexities. 

And we’ve made it a priority to confront them, including through deeper structural 
reform.  

Our Strategy builds on significant investment in gender equality over the last 18 
months. 

We have expanded the Government’s paid parental leave to reach 26 weeks by 2026, 
with reserved leave for each parent.  

And starting next year we will pay superannuation on the Government scheme to 
help reduce the impact of unpaid care on retirement savings. 

We’ve made childcare cheaper and funded pay rises for our majority women aged 
care workforce. 

From February this year, we began to publish the gender pay gaps of employers with 
100 or more staff. 

We have reformed Australia’s workplace relations system to make gender equality a 
specific focus of our workplace relations commission, banned pay secrecy and 
introduced a workplace duty to protect employees from third party violence and 
sexual harassment.  

We’ve also legislated ten days of paid family and domestic violence leave, because no 
one should have to choose between their own safety and their job. 

We expanded eligibility for single parenting payments, and lifted a range of social 
protection payments where women are the majority of the recipients. 
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We’ve invested a record amount of funding in women’s safety, including providing 
much-needed financial support for individuals leaving violent relationships. 

We are also strengthening Government institutions to better deliver for gender 
equality, including introducing gender responsive budgeting to consider gender 
impacts on every budget decision…  

Including employment targets for women in major government infrastructure 
projects…  

And requiring all government departments to publicly report on their contribution to 
implementing the Working for Women strategy. 

The Australian Government understands that shifting the dial on gender equality 
requires action and commitment across every policy area.  

This includes internationally. 

Australia is prioritising gender equality in our foreign policy, international 
development, humanitarian, trade and security efforts. 

Our new international gender equality strategy will be released shortly. 

We have reintroduced a target for 80 per cent of all development spending to 
contribute to addressing gender equality.  

And all new significant development investments are also now required to have a 
gender equality objective, regardless of the nature of the investment. 

Like our domestic efforts, our international focus is on how safety and economic 
equality intertwine. 

Australia is committed to working with our partners and friends across the world to 
make a real and positive difference in the lives of all women and girls. 
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311 words – 2 mins @ 160wpm 
 

Violence against women is an epidemic in Australia. 

In 2022-23, one woman was killed every 11 days by an  

One life lost to violence is one too many.  

My Government i  - we have target to end 
violence against women and children in one  

We are one of three countries in the world to appoint a Domestic, Family and Sexual 
Violence Commissioner.  

The Commissioner is listening to those with lived experience of violence, and 
embedding their voices at a national level. 

Women should not have choose between their safety and their job. The Australian 
Government has legislated Australia’s first Paid Family and Domestic Violence Leave. 
This gives all employees an entitlement of 10 days of paid family and domestic 
violence leave each year. This includes part time and casual employees.   

We have also introduced a positive duty on employers to protect their staff and 
customers from third party violence and harassment. 

Our Government has expanded support for single parents, most of whom are 
women. This responds to evidence that too often women experiencing domestic 
violence are faced with a choice between violence or poverty.   

We’re working to improve services and supports for women and in our 
government invested $2.3 billion in women’s safety. 

 

Australia’s new national gender equality strategy has women’s safety as its first 
priority because we know we cannot make meaningful progress on women’s 
economic equality or leadership if they are not safe.  

We have a long and hard road ahead of us.  

Australia is serious about fixing it through new and innovative solutions. 
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And we look forward to continuing to learn from each of you as we all tackle this 
significant problem in our communities.  

Thank you.  
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The Group of Friends for the elimination of violence against women and girls was established in 
2020 to promote efforts to address violence against women and girls in its many manifestations. 
The Group creates a platform to share lessons learned on efforts to eliminate all forms of 
gender-based violence, to improve cooperation, as well as to support advocacy initiatives and 
the mobilisation of additional resources.

The Group of Friends currently has 93 members: Afghanistan; Albania; Andorra; Argentina; 
Armenia Australia; Austria; Belgium; Bhutan; Bolivia; Botswana; Bulgaria; Cabo Verde; Canada; 
Chile; Colombia; Costa Rica; Croatia; Cyprus; Czech Republic; Denmark; Dominican Republic; El 
Salvador; Estonia; Fiji; Finland; France; Georgia; Germany; Greece; Guatemala; Guyana; Haiti; 
Hungary; Iceland; Ireland; Israel; Italy; Japan; Jordan; Kenya; Republic of Korea; Kyrgyzstan; 
Latvia; Lebanon; Liberia; Liechtenstein; Lithuania; Luxembourg; Madagascar; Malawi; Maldives;
Mali; Malta; Mexico; Republic of Moldova; Monaco; Mongolia; Morocco; Mozambique; Namibia; 
Netherlands; New Zealand; Niger; North Macedonia; Norway; Pakistan; Panama; Paraguay; Peru; 
Poland; Portugal; Qatar; Romania; Rwanda; Seychelles; Sierra Leone; Slovakia; Slovenia; Spain; 
Sweden; Switzerland; Trinidad and Tobago; Tunisia; Turkey; Ukraine; United Kingdom; United 
States of America; Uruguay; European Union; Sovereign Order of Malta.

s 22(1)(a)(ii)
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t aims to make gender-based violence unacceptable by transforming the culture that 
allows violence and discrimination. Breakthrough work with nearly 1.5 million adolescents in schools 
and communities to mould gender attitudes and beliefs before they solidify into behaviour. Their work 
in communities is contributing to the steady rise in the age of marriage and the number of girls who 
stay in school.

s 22(1)(a)(ii)
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The o is an independent organization working to address inequality and build a future 
grounded in justice, with offices in the United States and ten regions around the globe. For more than 
85 years, it has supported visionaries on the frontlines of social change worldwide, guided by its 
mission to strengthen democratic values, reduce poverty and injustice, promote international 
cooperation, and advance human achievement.

s 22(1)(a)(ii)
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426 words (3 mins)  

 

I would like to begin by acknowledging the traditional lands of the Lenape [Le-nuh-
pee] people.  

I am Katy Gallagher, Australia’s Minister for Finance, Women and the Public Service.  

Australia is committed to increasing opportunities for women through public 
procurement and offers our support for the launch of this global campaign. Last 
week, the Australian Government submitted its country-specific pledge under the 
campaign.  

Public procurement is a key lever that governments have available to boost women’s 
economic equality and drive progress toward gender equality, building a stronger 
economy for everyone.  

Last week, I released Australia’s new gender equality strategy - Working for Women. 
It outlines where the Australian Government will focus its efforts to achieve gender 
equality in Australia. This includes in relation to progressing gender-responsive public 
procurement and committing to using our purchasing power to better support 
gender equality outcomes. 

My Government is committed to ensuring that businesses that contract with 
government maintain high standards in relation to achieving gender equality. 

Australian businesses are required to provide proof of compliance with our 
Workplace Gender Equality Act to participate in relevant Government procurement.   

This includes reporting on their performance against gender equality indicators, 
including on their gender pay gap. 

We will make further improvements to require that businesses with 500 or more 
employees also set – and achieve – tangible targets for improving gender equality in 
their workplaces in order to win Government contracts.  

These targets will focus on the gender makeup of their boards and the workforce; 
equal pay; flexible working arrangements; workplace consultation on gender 
equality; and efforts to prevent and address sexual harassment. 
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Australia currently lacks adequate data and information on women-owned and led 
businesses, making it difficult to ensure new initiatives benefit women and are 
informed by evidence.  

From next year, my Government will commence collecting gender-disaggregated 
data on procurements undertaken through panel arrangements, to eventually be 
expanded to all procurements. 

We will also introduce a public supplier register to track Government contracts being 
awarded to women-owned and led businesses.  

To support this, we will adopt a definition of women owned and led business, and are 
working with our State and Territory governments to ensure a nationally consistent 
definition. 

This will help us track which procurements go to women-owned or led businesses, 
build the evidence base, and assist with finding find relevant suppliers for 
procurement.  

These initiatives are just some examples of reforms we are making to deliver on our 
new national strategy.  

The Australian Government thanks the ITC and UN Women for their leadership of this 
global campaign, and I urge other governments to continue to push for initiatives 
that support gender-equality in their public procurement frameworks. 
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In February 2024, the International Trade Centre (ITC) and UN Women invited Australia to 
support and participate in the GRPP global campaign, through a Ministerial Statement of 
Support and a Pledge to commit to certain country-specific actions by 2025. 

Australia has submitted a Statement of Support for the launch of this global campaign. 
o The Ministerial Statement of Support is a quote from you, as Minister for Women, 

Finance and the Public Service: “Public procurement is a key lever for governments to 
improve economic outcomes and drive progress toward gender equality. Gender-
responsive procurement, including through the full and equal participation of women 
in procurement, supports gender equality and women’s economic equality. Australia 
is committed to increasing opportunities for women in public procurement.”  

 
On 7 March 2024, following the release of Working for Women: A Strategy for Gender 
Equality, Australia submitted a country-specific Pledge under the campaign. The wording in 
the Pledge was cleared through your Office.  

 

 t  : 
o “The Australian Government is committed to driving action on gender equality and 

women’s empowerment. On 7 March 2024, the Government released Working for 
Women: A Strategy for Gender Equality. The Strategy outlines where the Government 
will focus its efforts over the next decade to achieve gender equality in Australia, 
including in relation to progressing gender-responsive public procurement. 

o The Australian Government commits that, from 2025, it will commence collecting 
gender-disaggregated data on procurements undertaken through panel 
arrangements, with this to be expanded to all procurements in 2026.  

o As part of its pledge to introduce standards for gender-responsive procurement, the 
Australian Government will introduce the Australian Skills Guarantee. The Skills 
Guarantee will introduce national targets for apprentices, trainees and paid cadets 
working on certain Australia Government projects, as well as national targets for 
women. These targets will increase the proportion of women working on major 
projects and drive long term, sustainable change to reduce gender segregation in the 
apprenticeship system.  

o In addition, the Australian Government is also committed to ensuring that businesses 
that contract with government maintain high standards in relation to achieving 
gender equality. This includes requiring employers to demonstrate compliance with 
relevant legislation and supporting instruments relating to gender equality in the 
workplace. The Government is considering how these requirements can be 
strengthened as part of its response to a review of the Workplace Gender Equality Act 
2012, including the reporting and compliance measures required of businesses.” 
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Thank you  

I would like to begin by acknowledging the traditional lands of the Lenape [Le-nuh-

pee] people.  

I would like to thank today’s co-sponsors Chief Executive Women, the Workplace 

Gender Equality Agency, Champions of Change Coalition, Settlement Services 

International, the Equality Rights Alliance, Deloitte and Lendlease, for inviting me to 

speak today. 

Last week I released Working for Women: A Strategy for Gender Equality. 

This Strategy is the centrepiece of Australia’s gender equality policy. 

Now that title – Working for Women – is a very deliberate one. 

Because when an economy and a society works for women, it works for us all. 

The strategy’s focused on driving action in five key areas: 

- ending gender-based violence;  

- unpaid and paid care; 

- economic equality and security;  

- health; and  

- leadership, representation and decision-making. 

It identifies the work underway to deliver on these priorities, and areas where my 

government intends to focus its attention and future reforms. 

s 22(1)
(a)(ii)
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Working for Women highlights the important role data plays in making informed 

policy decisions that work for women. 

Since last year we have required all budget proposals coming before government to 

be informed by gender analysis. 

Working for Women will act as a broader strategic framework for that analysis, as 

well as guide efforts to improve the quality of our data. Because you can’t do decent 

gender analysis without decent data.  

   

This can sound a bit esoteric, so I want to quickly mention three recent reforms that 

really illustrate the role of data in not only driving change but also driving awareness 

and fuelling important conversations. 

The first is our recent tax cuts. Only last year did our Treasury Department release 

the first ever Tax Expenditure and Insight Statements to include gender analysis of 

tax distribution. It not been easy getting to the point that we can reflect that maybe 

tax systems aren’t inherently gender neutral. I mention the 2022-23 Expenditure 

statement because this laid the foundation for the gender analysis which supported 

those recent tax cuts. That analysis is public and informs really important discussion 

about the link between women’s earning and how they experience the tax system. 

That links to the next reform I want to mention – publishing employer gender pay 

gaps.  

You will be hearing from Mary Wooldridge, the CEO of this agency shortly – so I’ll just 

speak to this briefly. 

In an Australian first, we recently published the gender pay gaps of individual 

companies with 100 or more employees across the country.  
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This data has been collected for a decade, but we have only reported it at industry 

level, not at an individual business level.  

So for the first time employees, consumers, boards and the public could see who our 

most equitable employers were…. And weren’t! 

And I have been heartened at the public discussion this has generated – with some 

really sophisticated- and some much less so! – analysis and quite sustained 

engagement on what sits beneath that data.  

So the numbers are driving that discussion about bias, flexible work, under 

representation and the broader earnings gap that the gender pay gap sits alongside. 

And so to my third point, which really relates to that earning gap. The data shows 

really clearly that women in Australia have a significant gap in their retirement 

savings compared to men the same age.  

Australia women retire with 25.1 per cent less than men – that’s $53,190. 

And there are a range of reasons for that, but one of the clearest is that women have 

patterns of disrupted work because of their care responsibilities – and Australia has a 

very gendered pattern of care, so it really is women bearing this burden. 

This is why, from 1 July 2025, my Government will pay superannuation on the 

Government’s paid parental leave scheme to ensure people are not penalised for 

taking time out of the workforce to care for a child, and reduce the impact of 

parental leave on retirement outcomes.  

Reforms like the three I have mention are designed to support women’s economic 

security. And they are absolutely driven by what the data is telling us. 

My invitation – or challenge – to employers is to look at what your data tells you and 

put in place the relevant policies you need to address any gaps that data reveals to 

you.  
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Data can fuel progress towards gender equality – so let’s make the most of it – both 

private and public sector – and let’s make it work for women.  

Thank you. I will pass back to  s 22(1)
(a)(ii)
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I would like to begin by acknowledging all Indigenous people who are joining us from 
across the globe and paying my respects to your countries and ancestors.  

I also acknowledge that we are here on the traditional lands of the Lenape 
[pronounced: Le-nuh-pee] people, and I particularly acknowledge the women and 
girls of the Lenape people.  

My name is Katy Gallagher and I’m Australia’s Minister for Women, Finance, and the 
Public Service.  

I would like to thank the governments of Iceland and Mexico for co-hosting this event 
with Australia, and all the speakers joining us today. 

Thank you also  for moderating. 

It is a pleasure to be here for the first time to represent Australia at the UN 
Commission on the Status of Women this year and to co-host this discussion. 

A  v     

Australia is committed to ensuring gender equality and women are at the centre of 
Government efforts, our structures and processes.  

I think this is really exemplified by my Government having the first gender balanced 
parliament in Australia’s history.  

My appointment as Finance Minister, Minister for Women and Minister for the Public 
Service was a deliberate decision to bring women into the heart of our economic 
team and the decisions we make at the highest level of Government. 

Under my Government, the voices and experiences of women are changing policy. 

We have been listening to women to understand what needs to be changed to 
ensure our systems work for everyone. 

Since coming into Government, we have made significant reforms to legislation and 
Government programs to ensure gender is at the heart of all we do – from industrial 
relations to the economy to health. 

s 22(1)(a)
(ii)
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We have a renewed, next generation approach to gender responsive budgeting that 
is being guided by a new national strategy for gender equality. 

And our commitment to evidence and data underpins our work across all areas. 

I would like to touch on a few of these in more detail. 

National Strategy for Gender Equality 

Gender equality is core economic priority for my Government and on the eve of 
International Women’s Day, I launched Australia’s first ever national strategy for 
gender equality. 

Our strategy is called Working for Women – because when our government systems, 
our economy and our society work for women, they work for everyone. 

The strategy will guide Government efforts over ten years in five, interconnected 
priority areas: 

Gender based violence

Unpaid and paid care

Economic equality and security

Health

Leadership, representation and decision making

It recognises that gender attitudes and stereotypes are foundational issues that must 
be addressed. 

And that women cannot be equal if they are not safe – as violence impacts women’s 
economic security, their participation in the workforce, their opportunities for 
progression, their lifetime earnings and security in retirement.  

Our new strategy also highlights the important role data plays in making informed 
policy decisions that work for women. 

To measure the progress of Working for Women, we will use public reporting 
mechanisms to remain accountable for progress… 

Including a yearly Status of Women Report Card that will capture data and identify 
areas where more efforts to improve outcomes is required… 

As well as developing a baseline data report within the first year. 
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Having robust, gender-disaggregated and intersectional data is what enables 
policymakers to understand how women and men experience their lives in Australia. 

And how these experiences are different. 

It’s what allows policymakers to implement practical, evidence-based solutions to 
close gender gaps. 

This data is critical to my Government’s expansion of gender responsive budgeting. 

We have made recent reforms to our budget process to require all Australian 
Government agencies include gender analysis with all new policy proposals being 
considered by the Cabinet.  

This means that understanding how each proposal impacts women and men 
differently is now a core part of the way policy is shaped in Australia. 

However, there is still much work to be done in Australia to identify and resolve data 
gaps, particularly in understanding the diverse and intersectional experiences of 
different groups of people.  

For example, we know anecdotally that migrant women and women with disability 
experience higher rates of sexual harassment in the workplace – but we don’t have 
adequate data to fully understand this. 

Similarly, while we know what the gender pay gap is in Australia, we don’t have 
earnings statistics disaggregated by other characteristics to be able to calculate the 
gender pay gap of different cohorts of women and understand barriers to their 
workforce participation, which we know exist. 

In an attempt to remedy this, we now have a National Data Commissioner 
responsible for improving how public sector data is used and shared. 

And I have established a regular Data and Digital Ministers meeting to better 
collaborate across levels of Government to share data and fill our data gaps – of 
which there are plenty and we are working hard to address.  

Without this, we are making policy decisions that are not as well informed as they 
should be. 
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We are also investing in institutions and systems that help lift transparency and 
accountability, such as the Workplace Gender Equality Agency, a dedicated agency to 
monitor and advocate for gender equality in private sector workplaces.  

My Government legislated a requirement for all employers with over 100 employees 
to report their gender pay gap to the Workplace Gender Equality Agency.  

And, for the first time, this information was published last week – lifting the lid on 
how the private sector is, in many cases, treating their male and female employees 
differently. 

From the data collected, we have calculated that the average gender pay gap in 
Australia, taking into account total remuneration, is currently 21.7 per cent. 

And we’ve got two thirds of businesses with a gender pay gap in favour of men. 

As an example, Australia’s major airlines have gender pay gaps of over 39 per cent. 

And two of our major banks have pay gaps of 29.8 and 27 per cent. 

We need to be honest about this and we need to drive change.  

Through this reform, we are ensuring employees and boards know what’s happening 
in their work places. 

And, importantly, encouraging businesses themselves to look at ways to make 
progress on closing their gender pay gap and ensure they are an employer of choice 
when it comes to equality. 

Close  

Australia recognises that standing still on gender equality is not an option. 

Instead, we need persistent and targeted action – responding to women’s 
experiences of the world, in the here and now.  

I look forward to hearing from the other panellists about what they are doing and 
that we can learn from to help shift the dial on gender equality.  
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Question: Tell us about Australia’s National Gender Equality Strategy and how the strategy 
will put women's economic equality at the heart of government processes and structures. 

F : Gender attitudes and stereotypes 
 ty  with defined, measurable ambitions and outcomes 

1. en e - ase  v e e t  e  v e e t w e ) 
- All people live free from violence and are safe at home, at work, at school, in the 

community and online.  
- Employers support an end to gender discrimination, and sexual harassment and 

violence in the workplace. 
2. U d    m  n  u  k) 
- The unpaid work and care gap between women and men narrows. 
- Parents and carers have access to affordable and high-quality early childhood 

education and care services. 
- The gap between women and men working part-time or flexibly narrows. 
- The gender gap in use of and access to paid parental leave narrows. 
- Men’s representation in the care and support workforce increases. 

E m  e a y a  se ty  m  se the e e  ay  a  et eme  
 g e   

- The gender pay gap closes. 
- Industries and occupations are less gender segregated. 
- Employers support an end to gender discrimination, and sexual harassment and 

violence in the workplace. 
- The retirement income gap closes. 
- Women have access to homelessness services and secure long-term housing. 
- The proportion of women owned businesses increases 

e t  A t      s   t s  
- The health care system recognises and is responsive to gendered health issues, and 

provides women and men with increased access to information, diagnosis, treatment 
and services. 

- Women have access to safe and choice about affordable maternal, sexual and 
reproductive health care. 

- The mental health of women, men and gender diverse people improves.  
 e se t   s g t n  e e sh   

e t  d  g  
- There are more women across all levels of political and public service leadership and 

decision making. 
- There are more women across all levels of leadership and decision making. 
- Women’s participation in sport increases, including in positions of leadership. 
- Women are recognised equally through the Australian honours system & media. 
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Question: You have mentioned the role of gender budgeting. Can you give an example of 
how applying a gender lens in policy making and budgeting has informed decision-making 
and improved policies?  

o You may wish to talk about tax reforms, the aged care work valuation case 

 

Question: How can we motivate more governments to apply a gender lens to policy making 
and budgeting?  

o You may wish to talk about how it drives outcomes that are informed by data and 
ensure we are not further entrenching disadvantage 

 

Backup Questions (if no questions from the audience) 

What role can the private sector play in improving gender equality and empowering women? 

o You may wish to talk about WGEA and recent publication of gender pay gap 

 

How can we obtain better gender data and analysis to improve evidence-based 
understanding of the impact of government programs and policies on gender equality? 

o You may wish to talk about the National Data Commissioner, Data and Digital 
Minister’s Meeting, building public service capability and gender budgeting 

 

 k  

Placeholder for your reflections of the panel discussion. 

Thank participants for attending. 

Thank Iceland and Mexico, all of the speakers, and the moderator. 

I’d like to close by reiterating that gender equality is a core economic 
imperative.  

It is necessary to reform Government mechanisms to work for all people if we 
want to achieve gender equality. 
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Good evening everyone and thank you for joining me tonight. 

I would like to begin by first acknowledging the traditional lands of the Lenape 
people, on which we are standing. 

Holding the portfolio responsibilities for finance, women and the public service is a 
reflection that the Australian Government understands the importance of putting 
women at the centre of economic decision-making.  

Governments have a key role to play in ensuring own institutions and processes work 
for all people – that they do not worsen inequalities, particularly for women. 

This is why I have invited you tonight – Government Ministers that are committed to 
reforming structures and institutions for gender equality. 

So that we can share our experiences on ways to accelerate gender equality through 
economic decision-making. 

As a Finance Minister I know how critical budget and cabinet processes are. Last year 
in Australia we introduced gender responsive budgeting to women at the centre of 
economic decision-making. 

 We have gradually implemented the requirement for all Government agencies to 
conduct gender analysis for all policy proposals coming before the Australian Cabinet 
and, where required, comprehensive gender impact assessments.  

To support gender analysis, we are investing in capability uplift across Government 
agencies and strengthening the collection and use of data. 

We also, just last Thursday, launched our national strategy to achieve gender equality 
called Working for Women.  

This strategy recognises that economies, societies and government systems need to 
work for women (not against them) in order to work for us all.  

It focuses on how the Australian Government can drive action over the next ten years 
in key areas of ending gender-based violence, unpaid and paid care, economic 
equality, health, and leadership, and decision-making. 

So this our context – we’re putting systems in place, but we are at the beginning of 
our journey. 
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I would value hearing from you all about your journeys and of course to share what 
we have learned so far.  

There’s a lot to explore and I think we are all keen to share and learn from each 
other. 

I’ll get us started with a few questions to begin. 

I think we would find it useful to explore: 

How each of us are advancing gender equality at government level? Are you 
having to navigate pushback or resistance on gender equality? 
And what has helped to embed gender budgeting or economic decision-
making into your government processes? 

[Call on  first, then proceed around table – see 
Attachment D] 

[Further questions after initial discussion] 

How are you ensuring you capture and centre diverse voices and perspectives 
through gender budgeting? 
What do you think are the key factors for success in terms of gender budgeting 
or economic decision-making having an impact?  
What steps are you taking to better collect and share data and build the 
capability of people to use data for analysis? 
What are some of the major challenges you face and how can I help? 
How does your country report on the gender equality outcomes delivered by 
gender budgeting? 
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  c d   k  

Can you share some of the c  ways you are capturing v   and perspectives 
to inform policy? 
Can you share any examples of c  to  from gender responsive budgeting – where 
policies were adapted or changed to ensure outcomes for gender equality.  

o What factors enabled this success? 
What steps are you taking to better collect and share  and build the capability of people 
to use data for analysis? 
What are some of the major  you face and how can I help? 
How does your country report on the gender equality outcomes delivered by gender 
budgeting? 

 y w  t  k t  

The OECD review process (Canada and Iceland were peer reviewers) 
Australia’s gradual roll out of GIA – and the history of this as an Australian innovation that 
was rolled back and needed to be reintroduced 
Australia’s national strategy for gender equality 
Australia’s capability uplift including investments in data 

 

c r  C  Re e  of e er re o s e et g  str  

The Australian system of gender responsive budgeting has been informed by the OECD 
Gender Budgeting Framework.  
In November 2022, the Office for Women engaged the OECD to do a review of gender 
budgeting in Australia.  

o C  d c  acted as peer reviewers. 
In December 2023, the OECD released their report Gender Equality in Australia: 
Strengthening Gender Considerations in Policy and Budget Decisions assessing the 
governance and institutional arrangements for gender equality in Australia and considers 
the Government’s early progress in introducing gender budgeting. 
The report outlines a maturity model for gender budgeting in Australia and makes 18 
recommendations, including six key short-term actions: 

o Ensuring gender impact assessment and gender budgeting is sustained overtime  
o Establishing a gender budgeting steering group 
o Enhancing the quality of gender analysis 
o Building institutional capacity 
o Developing a gender data action plan 
o Strengthening the Office for Women 

Australia will continue to consider opportunities to implement the OECD Report’s 
recommendations within Australia’s gender responsive budgeting process. 
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Canada is ranked first globally for gender budgeting (OECD Gender Budgeting index 2022). 
Canada’s Gender Budgeting Act (2018) makes gender budgeting a permanent part of the federal 
budget-making process. Reporting requirements for new budgetary measures applying to tax 
expenditures, and existing program expenditures is referred to as Gender-Based Analysis Plus 
(GBA+). Canada is now focused on improving data availability and quality to better inform policy 
making, and how it impacts diverse groups.

s 22(1)(a)(ii)
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The Dominican Republic embarked on a gender budgeting effort in 2012, based on a law requiring 
a cross-cutting focus on gender and the National Development Strategy (2012 - 2030). The 
Dominican Republic received financial and technical assistance from international organisations, 
including UN Women to assist with the preparation of budget reform (2014). There is a lack of 
updated information available publicly about where the Dominican Republic is currently up to in 
their gender budgeting journey. 

It appears there is a focus on gender mainstreaming in the public sector. Government institutions 
have internal mechanisms to incorporate gender equality into policies and services and they 
employ gender indicators (e.g. gender tagging) in public administration.

Dominican Republic are developing a National Plan for Gender Equality and Equity. They also have 
a strong focus on ending violence against women and have a strategic plan to guide this.

s 22(1)(a)(ii)
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Finland has engaged with gender budget practices for more than a decade and is ranked highly 
for its publication of gender information in budget documentation (2022 OECD Gender Budgeting 
Index).  

 
 

 

s 33(a)(iii) , s 47E(d) 

s 22(1)(a)(ii)
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Note: It is difficult to find substantial evidence of action or initiatives by Jordan on gender budgeting. 

Jordanian election law has increasingly enhanced women’s present in political life and their 
participation in the parliamentary arena. The most recent reform of election law in 2022 increased the 
number of seats referred for women under the quota to 18 seats at the local level and one seat for the 
general constituency at the national level. 

s 22(1)(a)(ii)
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New Zealand commenced a Gender Budgeting Pilot as part of the 2022 Budget. The gender 
budgeting template is now a part of the main budget template, which agencies are able to opt in 
to. Agencies are asked to identify direct and indirect impacts of Budget initiatives on women and 
girls, with a focus on Maori women and girls, and to demonstrate alignment to the Government’s 
Wellbeing Objectives. An intersectional gender lens has been important for New Zealand, with 
the recognition that women and men are not homogenous groups, with different needs and 
goals. A gender analysis tool for policy analysis, called Bringing Gender In, is available to support 
everyone participating in gender budgeting. New Zealand does not have an enabling legislation 
for gender budgeting, so agreement needs to be sought for its inclusion into the budget process 
each year. 

s 22(1)(a)(ii)
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411 words – 2 min 55 sec at 160wpm 

Thank you Chair. 

I extend my respect and acknowledgement to the Lenape [Le-nuh-pee] people whose 
traditional land I stand on today.  

The Australian Government is committed to putting gender equality at the heart of 
decision-making through our first ever national strategy for gender equality - a 
document that will guide action over the next decade and provide a high-level 
framework for Government decision making. 

This sits alongside gender responsive budgeting, which we have introduced as an 
ingrained part of our budget system.  

To do this, we have mandated all Government agencies include gender analysis with 
all new proposals being considered by the Cabinet.  

Understanding how each proposal impacts individuals differently is now a core part 
of the way policy is shaped in Australia. 

We know that men and women have vastly different experiences of government and 
economic systems.  

And responding to these differences is critical to progress towards gender equality. 

The same is true with the Australian income tax system. 

It has only been since last year that Australia’s Treasury department has applied 
gendered distributional analysis to our tax system. This is a significant shift given 
historical resistance to acknowledging that tax systems may not be gender neutral. 

Putting this in practice, the Australian Government recently introduced tax reforms 
to provide tax relief to all Australians who pay income tax. The design of these 
reforms was informed by gender analysis and will benefit more women than 
previously legislated tax cuts by targeting low and middle income earners.  

Women are over-represented in these tax brackets and they remain concentrated in 
lower paying jobs or are more likely to work part time. 
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The gender analysis shows the impact on women, including that 90 per cent of 
women tax payers will be better off under these changes. 

Through these reforms, we are ensuring Australia’s tax system is more responsive to 
the experiences of women. 

Robust data is critical to ensure decisions are informed by evidence. 

The Australian Government is prioritising the collection of data including by: 

strengthening the data capability of Australia’s civil service;  
legislating to improve the availability and sharing of Government data; and  
a National Data Commissioner to regulate this and provide advice. 

There is still much work to be done to identify and resolve data gaps, particularly in 
understanding the diverse and intersectional experiences of different groups of 
people.  

I look forward to hearing from others on how we can work together to ensure our 
institutions and processes to contribute to achieving gender equality. 
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Talking Points – Women and Girls 
in Afghanistan 

DFAT Version 1.03 

Talking Points (if asked) 

 Australia is committed to assisting the people of Afghanistan who are suffering in one of the world’s
worst humanitarian crises – Australia has allocated $50 million per year in humanitarian aid, despite
declining international donor funding.

 The human rights situation has continued to deteriorate under Taliban rule and Australia is active and
consistent in publicly calling out the Taliban’s egregious behaviour, particularly against women and
girls.

 We have not formally recognised the Taliban as the government of Afghanistan but meet with its
representatives in group settings to press key interests.

 We regularly meet with diaspora representatives, NGOs and other stakeholders on the situation in
Afghanistan.

Background 

 Australia has joined international calls for the Taliban to uphold the human rights of all Afghans.

 We are extremely concerned about the Taliban edicts which involve the most acute and systematic
oppression of women and girls

o these include restrictions on schooling, freedom of movement, clothing and non-inclusion in
government and civil society.

 We are committed to standing by the women and girls of Afghanistan and are working closely with
international partners to push back against the Taliban’s repressive edicts and to advocate for fair and
equal treatment of women and girls.

o Australia has condemned Taliban decisions constraining the lives of women and girls

o including through the Foreign Minister’s joint statements [28 December 2022 and 9 March
2023]

o co-sponsoring UN Security Resolution 2681 condemning the Taliban’s ban on Afghan women
working for the UN (27 April 2023)

o National Statements delivered to the Human Rights Council this year [6 March, 19 June and
11 September 2023]

Document 4
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o co-ordinating and co-sponsoring a joint statement on the human rights of women and girls in
Afghanistan during UN General Assembly Third Committee General Debate on the
advancement of women [3 October 2023].

o and a national statement delivered during an interactive dialogue with the Special Rapporteur
on the situation of human rights in Afghanistan during UNGA78 Third Committee [24 October
2023].

 We also remain deeply concerned by the continued reports of human rights abuses and violations
which have taken place in Afghanistan since the Taliban takeover

o including reports of extrajudicial killing and arbitrary arrest and detention

o and threats to journalists and media workers to silence dissent.

 Australia has welcomed the decision by the ICC Prosecutor to focus his Afghanistan investigation on
crimes committed by the Taliban and IS-KP

o the decision whether to investigate or prosecute the Taliban’s treatment of women as a crime
against humanity is a matter for the Prosecutor in the independent exercise of his functions.

 We are continuing to work closely with our international partners to push back against the Taliban’s
repressive edicts and to advocate for fair and equal treatment of women

o Australia is committed to standing by the women and girls of Afghanistan.
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Talking Points – Hamas/Israel 
Conflict 

DFAT Version 20 

Talking Points (if asked) 

 Australia unequivocally condemns the Hamas attacks on Israel as abhorrent acts of terror against
innocent civilians.

 Australia affirms Israel’s right to defend itself, however, the way it does so matters

o Israel must respect international humanitarian law and protect civilian lives.

 Australia continues to call for the immediate and unconditional release of all hostages.

 We also continue to call for safe, unimpeded, and sustained humanitarian access in Gaza, and
safe passage for civilians.

 Australia wants parties to take further steps towards a sustainable and permanent ceasefire, but
this cannot be one-sided – it must be agreed by both parties.

 Practical steps are needed to find an enduring solution to the conflict.

Background 

 Foreign Minister Wong visited the Middle East from 16 to 19 January to strengthen Australia's urgent
diplomacy on the crisis in Gaza and support efforts towards a lasting peace in the Middle East.

 Australia is gravely concerned about the dire humanitarian situation in Gaza and the number of
civilian deaths, including children.

 Australia condemns Hamas’s ongoing acts of terror; use of human shields; and use of civilian
infrastructure to launch attacks on Israel.

 Hamas must be defeated and dismantled – but this cannot be without account for the protection and
welfare of Palestinian civilians

o civilians and civilian infrastructure, including hospitals, must be protected.

 We want to see humanitarian pauses resume so that urgent humanitarian aid can flow.

 We see such pauses as steps on a path to a sustainable and permanent ceasefire

o but such a ceasefire cannot be one-sided – Hamas must release all hostages, stop using
Palestinian civilians as human shields, and lay down its arms.

 The devastating crisis underscores the need for a political solution to the long-running conflict
between Israelis and Palestinians.

Document 5
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 The Australian Government's guiding principle has always been the pursuit of a just and enduring
peace in the form of a two-state solution.

o where Israelis and Palestinians can live side-by-side in peace and security within
internationally recognised borders.
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Talking Points – Russian Invasion 
of Ukraine 

DFAT - Version 51 

Talking Points (if asked) 

 Australia condemns Russia's illegal and immoral invasion of Ukraine

 Russia’s invasion of Ukraine violates the fundamental principles of sovereignty and territorial integrity

 Two years on since Russia’s full-scale invasion, Australia continues to strongly support Ukraine's
sovereignty and territorial integrity

o and is working closely with our partners to support Ukraine to end the war on its own terms,
and maintain pressure on Russia.

 Aside from terrible damage and loss of life in Ukraine, the war is also compounding human suffering
and propelling the global crisis in food and energy security.

Background 

Australia’s actions to support Ukraine 

 Australia is proud to have contributed important defence, economic and emergency humanitarian
assistance.

o Australian assistance committed to date [to the Ukrainian Government and to Ukrainian
people in need of humanitarian assistance] is approximately AUD 960 million.

 Australia has prioritised visa applications from Ukrainian nationals, particularly those with Australian
connections.

Australia’s actions taken against Russia 

 Russia must pay a price for its actions against national sovereignty, the rule of law and the UN
Charter.

 Australia has imposed a comprehensive suite of measures against Russia in response to its invasion of
Ukraine. This includes:

o more than 1,100 targeted financial sanctions, and trade sanctions banning the import of
Russian oil, refined petroleum products, coal and gas, the import of Russian gold, and the
export of certain luxury goods to Russia, including wine, cosmetics and all machinery and
related parts to Russia and areas temporarily under Russian control.

o implementing the G7+ a price cap on Russian oil and refined petroleum products.

 Australia has supported legal mechanisms to hold Russia accountable. Australia has:

Document 6
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o joined the Core Group on the Special Tribunal for the Crime of Aggression, to consider options
for holding Russia's political and military leadership to account [25 January 2023]

o co-sponsored Ukraine's proposed UN General Assembly resolution recognising the need for
an international compensation mechanism for damage arising from Russia's invasion [tabled 7
November 2022]

o intervened at the International Court of Justice in support of Ukraine in its case against Russia
[30 September 2022]

o Solicitor-General Dr Stephen Donaghue KC delivered Australia's statement to the Court on 20
September 2023

o committed AUD 1 million and three professional staff to the International Criminal Court,
including to support its investigation into the situation in Ukraine

o co-sponsored a UN Human Rights Council resolution to establish an independent Commission
of Inquiry into violations and abuses of human rights, and violations of international
humanitarian law [4 March 2022]

o and co-sponsored the HRC resolution to extend the COI's mandate for another year [4 April
2023]

o joined the Group of Friends of Accountability [launched on 25 March 2022], which aims to
promote and coordinate accountability measures on the invasion of Ukraine

o supported significant restrictions to Russia's Financial Action Task Force membership rights
imposed in June and October 2022

o co-signed the Political Declaration of the Ministerial Ukraine Accountability Conference [14
July 2022], which will establish a Dialogue Group on Accountability to promote issues relevant
to the situation in Ukraine.




